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J.o nes/Clarke·win presiden:c y with 51%
By 'Bryan_, Alexande~
Apsey followed Jones with been no controversy over the
It was a record breaking
1289 votes or 39%, and Markey results. Comro,versy has arisen,
turnout at -the student body
pulled in a sizable chunk of 9.5 % . thoug4, concerning the Greek
election. · ,
of the votes.
elections this year which voted
·_ This election was neck in
Warner Jones and Sabra Clarke · Jones said he expected better
as president and vice preside11t
resul~s because of the positive · neck, with thirteen contenders
of the student body for 1987- feedback he had heard through- . fighting for the five Greek seats .
... 88.
.
out the week and because of the The first count showed a tie for
Jones received 1704. votes of
untiring work of his campaign candidates Walter Jenkins of
Lambda Chi Alpha and D~vid
staff.
the 3319 votes; decisively de."I thoug~u we were going to,, Garret from Acacia for the final
feating opposing presidential
candidatesjay Apsey and Kristy
wm by a bigger margin," said seat. Eac;h candidate received
Markey while narrowly avoiding Jones. "I thought it was going 79 votes according to this count.
The second count tallied
to be safer."
a mn,-off with Apsey.
Jones' 1704 votes accounted
Jones said he was the only Jenkins with 82 and G.:1rr~t with
for 51.3 'percent of the ballots member of his _c ampaign who 79. According to Kathleen Con- .
nacher, head of the Election
cast. This gave him a buffer of was optimistic
46 votes over majority, which
While the presidential elec~ Committee, .another vote was
is neccesary t_o keep -the election . tion was cl_ose i'n tes peer of not taken to test the new results.
Garret, who said he was not
from going' i{l:to a run-off.
avoiding'a run-o,ff, there has
informed of ·these details, said
W arn~r Jones and Sabra Cfarke won the student body presidential
he would demand a: recount.
and· vice-presidential electi'ofl' with 51 % of the votes. (Stu Evans
Accord1ng to president-deer
Jones another candidate had his
photo)
·
name misspelled on the ballots
and, is going to protest the
results. Michael Wolf was

Stockwell tells
_of secret war
-

!

'

C~ndidate's
-reaction~,
Page 3 .

•
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By Mary'Tamer

- "acts of teuorism."
·. .spel~ed Mich~~l W_ol~ ~'i:tidJories,
J ohn Stockwell, the highest
"Th~s~ CIA trained contrasz
,a_fn..11t•lkf,_.;'f!ic~J~) 1g ,enough
1
, --ranking CI~ official to go public;' · .go in.:to t1he Weal villages "ahd
\t·
:~~~Jlll,S;J?~Ct}Qn. _~ ,f ' ( . . '\
' ~'-~JJQ~e),§_O ·~ J~.rg~ cri0 w,cl cr,f_st-t1:y:"t• Wi.J~l,~'.~~'5;fr~t!{ fathets~.tfl'.j~f.rori:t uf .t:
':'9 .:-_
WoU was· un~av-adab1e 'fo r
·dents and faculty last nigli t in ' their fafi{ili'es, g.,1ng r~pe moth.:\ ·
-comme11t.
the MUB'-s Granite State Room. eis and slit the ,thro ats of
The ~est of the Greek senators
.,He bega_n his speech with a babies," he _sa id. Stockwell is
' iriclµde Dennis O'Connell
. fi rade against the CIA's policy amazed Reagan condones th_es_e
(AGR) w·ji:h 129 votes, Daniel
of waging secret ·wars.
actions and has gone as far as
Fascic1:no (Sigma Beta) with 101
:{he purpose of these secret calling himself a contra.
votes, Wendy H~mmond (Alwars, he states, is to "destabilize
Through many propaganda
pha Chi Omega) with 88 votes,
certain countries, like. Nicara- ploys made by the U:S. govern- '
and John Barry (Pike) with 84
gua, by putting on economic ment the American public is
votes.
/
pressure until they go bank- kept in the dark as to what really
Connacher said the large
goes on. Stockwell said one
rupt."
. .
_
,'furnout for this year was a result
Stockwell was introduced by example of the false report that
of an aggressi_ve campaign by
a men:iber ofthe UNH CorQ-mit- there was a flow of communist
all three candidates. She estitee on Central America; the supplied weapons from Nicamated 17,000 flyers were printgroup sponsoring the .e vent.
ragua to El Salvador. ·Stockwell
. ed up and distributed around
"Reagan wants·to bring them said those weapons were of
campus.
(the Sandanistas) to their knee,s · , American making, not commu''Th,: posters were everyand let the c:o'.r ttras take over," nist, While "we lead people to,
where, agreed Steve Roderick
' Stockwell said.
believe we' re the good guys of
senator on the Election Com~ .
It is the methods used in this world ... we are stomping the Former C.t:A. o'fficial John Stockwell spoke on Central mittee. "People in Stoke were
bringing the Nicaraguans to Nicaraguan economy into the Ainedcan issues Th1irsd~y in the MUB. (Stu Evans photo)
yelling at me, 'Who is gonna
their knees that troubles Stocktake these posters down in the
7
well, methods that go beyond
CIA, page
bathroom.'"
Another major factor in the
race was Kristy Markey' said
VOTES , page 6
.

UNH to ignite
.·eternal flame
By Chris Pollet

shima by an order of B'uddhist
i:nonks who brought it to the
United States in hopes of spreading their wish for the end of
nuclear weaponry and its destructive power. The monks gave
Kearney a piece of the flames
in New York during last: year's
succesful peace march across the
U.S . .
The flame will be at UNH
because "It is the logical place
for it in New Hampshire,"
according to Kearney. It will be
housed irt a stone and concrete
memorial next to the Kent State
making the University the per- Memorial in front of the Memormanent accornodation for a ial Union Building. The eternal
flame will be erected by next ·
piece of the flame.
The flame was lit from bur'n- . semester.
The process for getting aping wreckage after the bombing
of Hiroshima at the end· of proval has been an involved one.
World War II.
FLAME, page 7
The flame was kept in I:f iro~

Francis Kearney sat alone
manning a table in th~ MUB.
Covering the table were. materials for a letter writing campaign. "You can make a difference . and it is easy," said
Kearney. "One of these letter
represents 100 . people to a
congressman; one really does
m.;ike a difference."
Kearney, an influential
member of the Coalition for
Disarmament and Peace; is
responsible for bringing the
"Eternal Flame'·' to· UNH and

This is the site ·on the lawn in front of the MUB where an eternal
flame will burn in honor of the victims of th~ Hiroshima blast.
(Peter Tamposi photo)
· ·

Inside·
The UNH men's lacrosse team _unloaded on Boston College Wednesday, 178. The victory was
only t he second for
the 'Cats this sea.son.
See page 24.
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Babb itt bring s huma n -rights journ ey to UNH

. . <.
...
.
. .
'
· "Central America 1s an urgent
By Robert Bosworth · ·
do make a •difference." ··
While in the South, Babbitt issue. It's dividing· this country
D~~ocrai:ic· preside~1tial candidate ,Bruce Bti~b'itt brought realized that people "possess and will divide us more before
his _campaign bandwagon to an incredible amount of power," it's resdlved," he said. · ·
·Furthermore, Babbitt criticUNH Tuesday- and . told 75· adding "I watched with awe as
onlook~r:s how his. experiences the, days passed 1by .. '.·-~~bii:t, ized President Reagan's support
outside of college influenced his _ theg.30 s.ears- okf, Uid.he "we_n t· of the contra rebels who are
deciS"ibq r9·ent~r t:~e political t.drrte and began his joµrney" engaged in a civil war with the
worfd, --anµ· subsequ~ntly into whi~h has led him to the pre-· Sandinista g9veril.ment of Nicaragua.
sidential campaign trail.
the race fo'r president.
"There is no support for the
_
visit,
UNH
his
during
Also
a
before
Babbitt', speaking
group of students and admin- sponsqred by the Coalition on co_n tras," he said. "They (conistrators in the MUB, sa.id Central. America, Babbitt aired tras) represent the past and the
"While I was in college, it nevei some of his campaign stands, Reagan Administration can't
. crossed my mind that I want~d including his opposition to U.S . change th_is."
According to Babbitt, Reagan
to -run for anything." The intervention in Central America
former governor of Arizo_na also and the Reagan Administration is disillusioned in regards to
said he waS' 1fo-r ~interested in the foreign policy and leadership Central America, saying . the
president sees t_he world as
,
political process but this view philosophy.
"black and white."
intervention
U.S.
Regarding
changed while he worked in
Babbitt believes the Reagan
ih some Central American coun_
Bolivia in 1962.
has set ·the UniAdminstration
Nicaragua
no.tably
most
tries,
wideand
"I saw infants dying
spread malnutrition and I asked and .El Salvador, Babbitt said ted States on a "course of
myself 'What can I do? What "The United States cannot be confrontatio~" in Central Ameran agent of destruction. Instead, ica. · Describing the · administrais my responsibility?' " tion as· "soldiers of fortune,"
should help them recover."
we
for
is
crusade
main
Babbitt's
Babbitt, who served as Ariz- Babbitt -s aid they are running
human rights, especially · in
Central America. This segment ona governor for nine years, is American foreign policy withof his journey was "galvanized" no stranger to Central America. out listening to th,e foreign
·
when he visited Selma, Alabama He has frequented that area service.
Babbitt,
to
according
And
with
met
has
and
iri 1_965. It was here, during the many times
ci,vil rights movement, that · several dignitaries such as the most foreign service personnel
Babbitt learned of a black man Archbishop of Nicaragua -and do not favor the ·current Amerwho was shot and killed for his Daniel Ortega, president of El ican policy in Central America.
· · Babbitt offered a different
Salvador.
efforts in the movement.
Speaking candidly and openly approach to th~ crisis in NicaAlong with several hundred
people, Babbitt marche·d to _a about 'his position on Central ragua. "I believe we can deal
. church singing «We shall over- America, Babbitt declared the rationally with the Sandinistas .
come." It was duringJhis period U nite_d States is mak.i ng a grave I do not think they are a threat
that Babbitt recognized that the mistake by intervening in Cen- _ -ro the United States. We must
United States has "an unfin- tral America and that this issue accept-that reality." he said.
·
ished agenda" and "ii:idividuals needs to be settled q~ickly.
BABBITT, p~ge 7
1

(Stu Eva~s._photo)

Amy Carter acquitte d -,

Patriot s weeken d appr<;>aches

Headwa y oDEuro pe
· missile ban

A jury Wednesday acquitted Amy, Carter, Abbie
Hoffman and 13 co-defendants of'm'.i sdemeanor
ch~q~es stemming_ fro~ t_h eir occupation · of a
buddrng at the U n1vers1ty of Massachusetts last
November in protest of CIA recruitment.
. "Th_is isn't the end, this is just the beginning,"
proclaimed Hoffman after the verdict. A-nationwide
rally against apartheid and the CIA has been called.
Students fr?m across the country are expected to
·p~ot~s_t at ttie CIA headquarters near Langley,
_ .
V1rgmia.
Ar_ny C_a rter-~aid of .the tria·l, "A .jury of six· ip.
Northampto°: found t?e CIA guilty of larger crimes
than trespassmg or disorderly conduct and decided
· ·
,
we had a legal reason t0 protest."
·

Both Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Soviet
Foreign Minister, Edward A. Shevardnadze said
Wednesday th~t they had made progress on
eliminating intermediate.:.r ange nuclear missiles '
from Europe.
Shultz said, "And it is possible to work out an
agreement in this field with hard work and creative
.
effort."
. .. Shevardnadze commented before his last meeting
with Shultz by saying, "We believe that we have
fairly good prospects and what it takes is work. .. " ·
Shultz confirmed that Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev also offered to eliminate Soviet shorterrange missiles. Those with ranges 500-1000
kilometers or 310 to 621 miles within a year a~
part of a -treaty or in~er·mediate~r ange weapons
if the NATO woul<l agree to do the same.

Pentago n creates
special forces

/

·The Defense Department anmmnced yesterday
the creation of a new command to direct worldwide
operations of commandos and the other special ·
operations forces in emergency, situations. This
new command will be located at MacUill Air Force
Base nearTampa, Florida. General James J, Lindsay
has been nominated as the commander of the new
unit.
This new command has been established partly
because of complaints about the performance of
special forces in the 1983 Grenada invasion and
the 1980 attempt to rescue American hostages in
·
Iran.

If you pfan on being near the Boston area this
Easter weekend, there will be plenty of activities
happening in Beantown •to ·celebrate Patriots Day
on Monday.
The rides of Paul Revere and Dawes will be _reenacted by members of the Massachusetts National
, Lancers on April 20. They will start off at 10 a.m:
from Hanover St. in the North.End and will include
stops in Charlestown, Somerville, Medford, Ar.
lington, .and Lexington.
The town of Lexington commemorates the battle
with a full schedul~ of activities on Monday starting
at 5:30 a.m. when the alarm rung at the Old Belfry.
At 9: 10 a.m., a parade starts at City Hall Plaza
and makes its way up Tremont St. to King's Chapel
· and Granary Buryiug Grounds for a memorial service .
·
of Paul Revere and William Dawes.
Don't forget, there is a 11 :05 Red Sox game against
·
_ .
the Kansas City Royals at Fenway.
At noon time, the biggest event of the day, the
Boston Marathon will begin. It begins on Hopkinton
Green and will finish at the Boston Public Library.
Roads into Hopkinton will close at 8 a_.m. For more
information you can find the schedule of events
in the calendar section of the '/3oston Globe.

The man -who could
replace -A nn -Lander s
Gray Provost could, with in a couple of weeks
replace Ann Landers in writing the "Dear Ano
Landers"· column.
_ "De~r Gary" as he would be known is a 42-y·e arold wnter from Lancaster and -is a finalist in the
contest to find a replacement for Ann Landers,
the syndicated advice columnist who after 31 .years
left The Chicago Sun -,,Times to join its _rival The
.
·
Chicago Tribune.
The contest has attracted almost 11,000 applicants
and by the end_of the month, the "ultimate maven"
wie be in place at The Chicago Sun-Times.

·P ass request dropped
for 1-{inckley
A mental hospital dropped its request to give
·presidential assailant, John W. Hinckley, Jr. an
~ast~r pass Wedn~sday after finding more writings
.
·
m his room.
The hospital's decision ~as made after courtroom
revelations earlier this week _that Hinckley had
· exchanged a series of letters last year with triple
murderer Theodore Bundy, who has been linked
to three dozen unsolved murders.
The request was withdrawn "in order to assess .
the clinical significance of writing and other
\materials belonging _to Mr. Hinckley which were
heretofore unexamined by the hospital staff," St.
Elizabeth's Hospital officials said in a letter to U.S.
District Judge Barrington Parker.

.f..AGE THREE_
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Jon es/C lark e
wait ed on edg e · _--

~

3 1/2 hours of waiting on edge.
By Jay Kumar
Andy Young, SAE brother and
At 1:55 Thursday morning,
designated "phone answerer,"
Warner Jones received word
fielded about 15 false alarm calls
from the student senate office
before finally handing the-.
that he had won the election for
phone over to Jones for the big
UNH student body president,
one.
with 1704 votes, or 51.3 percent.
At 10:40 p.m. Wednesday,
He screamed, and th,en ran
. through the front foyer of Sigma Jones sat in the SAE living room
with 15 others watching "The
Alpha Epsilon fraternity, jumping around ami,dst the cheers Money Pit," a Tom Hanks
inovie on TV. The mood was ·
of his supporters.
Jones hugged running mate light-hearted , and jokes about
the election were in abundance.
Sabra Clarke, and then was
Jones sat quietly sipping on
congratulat ed by fellow SAE
brothers and friends. Current a cup of water. He refused to ·
SBP Jay Ablondi informed the drink beer, despite the presence
-crowd that the, dpposing Ap- of SAE's new beer tap system,
sey /Harcourt ticket had 38.8 because he had to get up at five
per_c ent of the vote (1289 votes), the next morning for crew
·
_
while the Markey/Proctor ticket practice.
"just
around
pacing
After
votes).
(315
· had 9.5 percent
Graffitti written on Hamilton-S mith Hall announced former
Jones said, 'Tm psyched that counting the seconds" for a
official. John Stockwell to speak at the MUB. (Stu Evans photo)
we wori by more than 50 _per- · while, Jones wer:i.t up to his CJ.A.
Clarke.and
cent, because I didn't want to · room.At ll:40 p.m.,
go through another week of.this campaign manager Charles
hell." Had they won by less than Jones arrived at the house.
At midnight, current SBVP _By Elizabeth Cote
50 percent' of the · vote,- the
'Jones/Clark and Apsey/HaRenselear said she thought the
didn't start taking on the
rcourt
candidates would have ha_d to _ Ba~a Cerreta showed up and
was
percentage
Kristey Markey was in good Markey/Proctor
issues until we came along," she
go through a runoff next week. · -said the results would be known
the conser"considering
good
desmorning,
yesterday
spirits
rm so glad it's _in another hour. Ablondi arrived pite the news of her third-place vative campus, and the radical said.
Clarke said, ·~
Both Markey and Proctor said
over. It's just the personal at 12:45 a.m. and remarked, 'Tm
finish in the student body, pre- things we we're saying."
attention between the candi- _miriutes away/ from lame duck- _ sidential election.
The Markey /Proctor plat- the campaign was a good experience for them. However, MarJONES page 5
dates. I'm glad that's over."
"In .a sense we did win," form was built un controversial
'
said it was very "emotionally
key
The victor call came after
Markey
planks.
"radical"
and
campaign
Markey said. "Our
She said she got
stressfull".
raised issues that would not called for the resignation of
negative feedalso
but
positive,
the
Haaland,
Gordon
President
it
and
way,
come out any other
back.
resulted in a great voter tur - abolition of the Greek system,
''I've been called a pinkoand R.O.T.C program, and sugnout."
-Markey said.'' .Befor,e they
dyke,"
Public
in
backs
The controvers ial Mar- gested major cut
_evert kndw me, they ass.uµie I'm
key /Proctor ticket rt deved, 315 Safety.··and, administtation.a c6mmunfat'because I speak out
votes or 9.5 percent of the 3;319 . Markey received criticistn for
in favor of student co-operatives
total votes cast during two days her extreme objectives.
and communal living. And they
I'm
aying
s
.
people
"I resent
of voting. Markey said she did
assume I'm a' lesbian because
not expect to win the election, attacking the system, just for
woman,
but was disappointe d in her the sake of attacking," she said, I'm a loud, outspoken Greek
the
against
m
I_'
and
''I've got reasons, very good
percentage of the vote.
system."
,"I hoped for more, but I'm reasons, for my views."
Markey shrugged off the
"If people hear what I do
satisfied," she said.
· · criticism.
one,
on
one
me
meet
they
before
runningVice presidential
"I don't l1ke playing the role
mate Louise Proctor said even they say who's this Markey
manyr, but the issues have
of
sit
to
like
'Td
said.
chick,".she
a
such
of
percentage
a sma_ll
presented," she said.
be
to
great voter turnout represents down one on one with every
and Proctor are satMarkey
explain
to
campus
on
student
people.
of
number
a large
. their campaign
that
isfied
"I think it's great a lot of what I think and why."
Renselear said, "We haven't opened up issues on campus, and
_ __, people believe what we're trying
anything without sug- . made people aware of alternaFree MUB Pub Gtub, such as_bagels with toppings, offered to get done here," Proctor said. attacked
t
in its place. tive points of view. Now they
something
ing
geS
_Carole
C~mpaign manager
. this week in the MUB cafeteria. (Peter Tamposi photo)
· We don't want to abolish things, . are ready to move on to other
things.
we want to see things change."
Proctor said, "I can get on
Proctor said their campaign
my school work. I'm way
with
the
making
for
responsible'
was
other candidates address the behind."

Tur nou t sat~sfies Mar key

Aps ey supp orte rs surp rise d

than anyone else."
UNH. '
By Marianne Rice
Art Wilkinson, a Kappa Sig"n~
said,
Apsey
know,"
"You
At 2 a.m. Thursday morning,
Jf±h..
the mood outside Kappa Sigma matter who wins or loses the ma brother; felt that Heisenberg
outcome.
the
affected
incident
students
3,000
over
that
is
fact
fraternity was somber. The
a 5!
"Since The New Hampshire
stereo that earlier blasted tunes voted this year as opposed to
articles
Forum
the
published
The
year.
:
last
2,000
under
~as
to a crowded party room
~-s.--_-·_ _-_no
turned down, and the beer was stud~~t body has strengthened so recently, those who had
them,
read
for
vote
to
who
idea
Jot.
a
were
who
almost gone. People
earl~er dancing and singing to · Apsey also said the large and while maybe favoring
the "Apsey/Ha rcourt Rap" turnout could be attributed to · Jones/Clarke didn't realize they
·were .i.ctually reading Apsey/ I--Iawere now quietly sitting on- the · the Markey/Proctor ticket.
rcourt'.s policy," Wilkinson said.
·
good
own
her
produced
"She
retreatothers
while
front steps
Wilkinson also felt Apsey and
points," Apsey said. "She presed to their cars.
'Tm really surprised," said ented new and differe_nt ideas, Harcourt did not receive enough
Wayne Miller, a brother at ,controversial ones, and definate- support from the administraKappa Sigma. "I really thought ly got the Greeks to go out and tion or The New Hampshire.
"The whole thing was slantvote."
they had it. They deserved it."
Many Apsey /Harcourt sup- ed," he said. ''People who saw
St-udent_pody presidential and
vice presidential -c-andidates Jay porters believed the taking of and listened to Jay and Glen
Apsey and Glen Harcourt' fin- a · segment of the A p - recognized their potential and
·
ished a close second to Warner sey/Harcour t Forum article hrst voted for them."
Jo-hn Hurley; ,president of.
Jones and Sabra Clarke in one week, coo.fessed to by Jones'
of the biggest elections in recent worker Christoph Heisenberg, Theta Chi fraternity, said the.
affected the Apsey /Harcourt Jones/Clark e platform is· too
years.
ticket. The segment was incor- 'Conservative, teaming up with _
1-704
secured
e
, Jones/Clark
votes or 51.3 percent while porated into the Jones/Clark e the adminstratio n. ,
"Apsey and Harcourt would
Apsey /Harcourt took 1289 article and each were published
have made some -positive
votes, or 38.8 percent. Kristy last Friday.
"Jay and Glen were clean," cha~ges, good changes," Hurley
Markey and Louise Proctor
finished third · with 315 votes, said Katherine Hasken, a junior. said. "We need that ar,ound here.
This poster mocks Jeans Day, during homosexual awareness
,
_
9.5 percent. 'the turnout of 3319 "They campaigned well, and
•,
.
week. (Craig P arker photo)
,
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<Were y0u illlJ)r~sSed with
-t he French Gourmet Meal
offered?
the Dining ~~Us........
....
/

-

.

-
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·--

-

"No, I wasn't very
impressed. The cheeses a'l!:d
cake were go,od but the rice
I didn't like. The seafood
dinner was alot better."
· Donna Jense,n
. Sophomore
Biological Chemistry

· "I've never ha,d dU'ck or
- lamb before and-it was ok.
The bread and cake were
· very good also." .
Lisa Lovezzola
·
Freshman
Business Administration

'Yes, I'm impressed. It
tastes like they put some _:·
effort into it."Mark Wentz
Sophomore
English _

''Yes, I'm very imprBSJed.
- It's something different.
I'm t!,lso suprised afamous .
chef would come and cook
for us."
Beth Simmons
Sophomore ·
Undeclared _.
1
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-The Biggest Office
-The Most Phones ·
-The Best Stereo System
iC
-The Most Fun
iC
-The Free Parking Spot At The MOB
-The Nicest Sofa/Chair ,S et On Power Alley
i(
iC " -The Dough Boy
~The Patchwork Rug Ensemble
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WE NEED ... ·
-Arts & Lectures Director
· -Office· ~anager
-Production Assistants
-Photoschool Director
- -Publicity Director

iC

t

iC

t.
t.

STOP BY ROOM 148, MUB,
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CALENDAR

Gays need movie parts, press
The public is alwa'ys a de~id- straight people," Poggi said. She
By Stephen Melisi
· · As one of several presenta- ing factor in how far a show can went On' with other ·evidence
tions in the week-long Gay and go. One show, Perfect Stangers, including the. constant .referrai ·.
· Lesbian Awareness Fest, Mi- ·about two cousins living togeth- to gays in the New York Ti~es'
_c}lael Bronski spoke qn «The er, had for its first year gay as "homosexuals" inste:ad of
Portrayal o.f Gay· Men and 'Les- over'tones, according to Bronski. "gays" and "lesblans" as they
. bians_in the Media," and St~pane "But, the message came through prefer. Obituari_es are not alPoggi on the need for a gay press that it was too gay, and they got lowed to list lovers, only family
girlfriends and became· more ~embers. Violence against gays
on Tuesday night.
Bronski, the author of Culture agressively heterosexual," Brons- ts not covered, unless it is used
for "shock value" for sensationClash, a tracing of the evolution ki said.
.
AIDS
is
a
major
part
of
this
·
alism·
.
of gays in the medi~, began by
issue
.
.
Ac:cording
to
Bronski,
.
·
·
Also,
she said of a gay rights
commenting on the existence
Holly:"ood
will
try
and
make
march
iri
Boston, "30,000 people
of images of gay people presany movie widi gays in it have ~arch in ~oston and _you get a
ented by the media.
"There re~dly aren't any, but -an AIDS angle, because that is lttt~e photo with a caption
more, people who fit a stereo- · the issue that people associate sayrng thousands march in
gays with and thereby, makes Bosto'n."
type," Bronski said.
Poggi was honest about the
The stereotypes began during them easier to take. This may
have
been
the
reason
behind
An
fight
:that gays are up against,
the Hollywo_od era of the 1930s
and 1940s, when gay men were Early Frost, a television movie _ . workrng against such media
portrayed as weak, effimfoate about a · man suffering from is_sues. "It's an incredibly slow •·
.
process, and not much satisfactypes and lesbians were por- AIDS.
In
reviewing
the
problem,
tion in it. When you hold your ·
trayed as spinster-types, accord-ing to Bronski. Society could Bronski said, "I was getting ground, you have to know what .
·
you want to get and not settle
then accept them ·in these roles. depressed."
Stepane
Poggi,
news
editor
·
for. what they give you.'·'
But the roles began to fade
of
Gay
Community
News,
of~ Audience reaction to the
in the 1950s and 1960s, as gays
would not conform anymore. fered a possible alleviation to speakers was good, acknowledgToday, "we have los.t the ste- this problem and expressed her ing the nec_essity of s_uch programs.
reotype and are le.ft with no- concern for a gay press.
The Gay Community News
Jackson said, "We needed this
thing," Bronski said.
is
one
of
·many
gay
papers
pnt
presentation.
What they were
In the 1980s, where approximately 10 percent of the pou- out around the country, and the saying is true." She spoke of a
lation is gay, no one conforms need (or more of them is great, news item printed in the Partsmouth Herald in which a sena/· to what was presented in the according to Poggi.
"We
can
have
_
solidarity,"
she
tor was trying to pass a law
past. Unfortunately, movies
have not caught up . ."Sexual sai-d. "A place not to be an prohibiting gays from d~nating
preference is more open jn outsider." Qther reasons she blood and was quoted as saying
films, but these gay character- cited were fbe ability to claim the only way he would accept
istics ate usually denigrated to pride for tnemselves, to show blood from a gay person whould
off their own culture; and "to be if they gave all eight pints
minor roles and comic asides
victims of "off-the-cuff slurs' save our own lives," presenting at once.
'.'That kind of stuff Teally
where the words 'fag' and 'gay: AIDS and safe-sex information.
As it exists. today, "the disgusts . me," Jackson said.
a-re tossed around,'_' Bronski said.
,Or gays are not regarded at straight, white, male press," as Being gay, for her, is "a matter
all: Often, in the mainstream Poggi referred to it, treats gays of loving someone. For this
· big studio mo-vies, gays are left unfairly, even in the 1980s. senator it's ,,t matter of hatiqg
·
out,..b(!cause l?Y som~ reasoning, . "There are ~.,milliqn ways you someone."
the
l:>ias,"
Poggi
said.
.
Jackson
also
commented,
"I
can
see
they do not fit in.
.
"AIDS would have been note- don't think people are afraid
Gays have no place in "teentis for being different, but for
s~x movies", according to Brons- worthy much earlier if it hit of
bein similar." · , ·
k1, because these audiences, the
13-=-21 age group, "are more
uptight than older people about
dealing with gay people."
1
Adventure movies also suffer. '
"There's no way you'll have a
gay character in Star Wars
.Bronski said. "Gay people aren't
supposed to be adventurous "
he said.
'
Also, there are no gays in
"family movies" because "gays
are not part of the traditional
family," Bronski said.
·
A major reason for all of this
is that movie productiofl backing comes from studios and
major corporations who are
unwilling to take large financial
risks. It is a case, Bronsk1 said
of-"too much money from big
companies and not any nerve
at -all."
_
·
But even if someone does .
have the nerve and a -film is
made ihat treats gays fairly and
honestly, the pubqc may not
·accept it. A recent film, Desert
Heart, which features a fairly
explicit lesbian love scene, was
shown in Portsmouth for two
days before complaints forced
its closing, according to audience
member Heather Jackson.
"Television has less of a
-chance," Bronski said: Because ,
television is geared for "the
lowest common denominator" -Students were encouraged to wear jeans this Wednesday to
of the American public, it carinot support gay and lesbian awareness ,(Peter Tamposi photo)
accurately depict gays. People
would not have it, Bronski said.
Duri~g the i970s,-with the
· (continued from page 3)
evolution of the television situation comedies such as Nor- ance.''.
sister, said, "No problem. We
At 1:10 a.m.,_Jones, A_blondi, thought Warner would win the
man Lear's Ail in the Famiiy,
"T. Y was becoming less tame and _C erreta ate nachos in the whole time."
· and more adventorous " Bronski SAE kitchen. It would be anothCerreta said Jones and Clarke
said, but that ~as t~ ·change. er 45 ·minutes before the big were "definitely the best people
news.
Now gays are minor characters
for the job. Warner has worked
After the victory announce- hard and he deserves it."
'
if i:l1ey appear at all. _
ment, _Katie Spedero, .SAE little

;JONES...__ __

FRIDAY, APRIL 17
OUTDOOR TRACK-at Dartmouth with Maine, Vermont
GAY & .LESBJAN CULTURAL AWARENESS FESTi•I~inedia~f: Family: J:.. play in Two Act_s." Exf>.loration into
soC1~l-_real1t1es of lesbians and gay men m relat10n to family,
med1cme and. the law and how tfiey affect gay relationships.
··
Strafford Room, MUB, 8-10 p.m_.
_MUSO FILM-"Bring on the Night." MUB Pub, 8 and 10 p.m.,
students· $2, generaf $3.
_
·-

.SATURDAY, APRIL 18
BASEBALL-at University of Vermont
CO~FERpNCE-CAGLR Citizen's Alliance for Gay and
Lesb1~n Rights conference. Workshops on J>arentin_tg .values,
legal issues, AIDS and more. New England Center, 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
·
LACROSSff-vs. St.John's. Cowell Stadium,

r p.m.

SUNDAY,APRIL 19
EASTER SUNRISE S.E RVICE-Fro~t lawn, MUB, 7-8:30
a.m. All welcome. ..
GAY & LESBIAN AWARENESS FEST- "Before Ston~wall/ After Stonewall." Film and panel discussion on the ,
Movement. Room 4, Horton, 7 ~9 p.m. -MUSO FILM-"Bugs Bunny." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m,., students $1-, general $2

MONDAY, APRIL 20
BLOOD DRIVE-"You'ye Col?e a Long Way, Baby" a drive
to ·celebrate the colle~t1on of the ·90,~00th pint donated by
Durham and UNH smce 1951. Gramte State Room MUB
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Through to 4/24
'
'
PHYSFCS LECTURE-Ver_~ Kistiak<?wski speaking on the nuclear. arms race. Receptt<?n-, Physics Lounge, 3: 30 p.m. ·
Lecture m Room 152 Demerr1t, 4 p.m.
SPANISH FILM SERIES- ''They Don't Wear Black Tie."
Room 110, Mtirkland, 7 p.m. $1. - ·
·
.
0
GAY & LESBIAN CULTURAL AWARENESS FEST- Th.e,
State of Gay Rights in New Hampshire." Room 4, Horton,
7:30-9 p._m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21
BLOOn DRIVE-Granie State Room', MUB,

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

SPANISH FILM SERIES-"They .Don't Wear Black Tie."
Room 303,Jam,es, 4 p.m., $1.
_. · ·
·
·
FILM AND PANEL DISCUSSION-"Some Call It Seduction·
"Rethinking Rape" in the 80's." 26 minute film "Rethinking
Rape" examine~ acq_uainta_nce rap-e and its cau'ses, followed
by panel duscuss1on. Straffo_rd Room, MUB, 7 -9 p.m.
·
FACULTY ~ONCERT SERIES-Faculty Woodwind Quintet .
Bratton Rental Hall, Paul ArtsJ~ p.m.
.
··
CALENDAR -INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES ROOM 322 MUB
(Observe deadli!1es on proper forms)
-

'

'

·

T~e New Hampshire (USPS 3 79~280) is published and distributed semi- .weekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in Room
151.of the Memorial Union Bui'lding, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
. 9mce hou~s: ~onday - Fridar 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
t2.4,Q0. Th!.rd class pos_t~ge paid at Durh~m; NH ()3824. Advertisers should,
_check t~eir ads the first day. The New Hampshire. will in no case be
; responsible ~or t_ypo~raph•:=al or ol'her errors~ but will reprint that part
, ?fan a_dJerttsement m whteh~ typographical error appears, if n9tified
1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hamprh~re,
151 MUB, U~H, D~rham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by f<!'l!rnal Tnbune Biddeford, Maine.

The CONTINUING ARMS RACE
Where is it taking us?
presented by Dr. Vera Kisbakowsky of Ma-ssachusetts Institute of Technology

Monday
April 20

Reception~
Lecture

3:30 p.m.
4p.m.

105 Demerritt Ball
152 Demerritt Ball

A brief overview of events since World War II will b~ followed
by a discussion of events in the last 10 years, in particular:
1) Budget increases
·
2)MX
,
3) Minute Man
4)ASAT

5)SDI
6) Che~ical and Biological weapons ·

The •~ will_ciose ~itb some comme_nts_111 recent developmeal$ and ·s~alatiom
concermag tile future.
.
·
sponsored by UNH Society of Physics Students
and Physics Department _

· THE NEWHAMPS:HIHE FHIDAY, APRIL lZ,, 1987
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·KAYAK-ROLLING_: Sporisored ,byNH 9uc,1,n1g. : •:.V:-ith fi.~.e aca~~la~·rtl~siq lal!l.-ghs,: an&~o-much -inor~.- ., ;
Club..Learq J<;:a:ya.k rqlling in ~he ,E,i~ld, HoNS~.:tfqp,L ~ Sa·twrday, April 2-5;;Straf:f.ord :R 0om, ~UB-,. 7:~'0 ~ . " • ,,, . '.· :
., on Wean~sday~ ,.April 2~ and 29 at 8 _p.m; -;tt :a ,cost .. ,, p.m.~s_tudents $2, ,ge,oeraf $,3-.
. · ,·
·
· · ·, • ·
of $.2. Sign up 04siae the NHQC O(fice, l'{oom.129, .
MUB.
·· ·
' ·
·
. · . ·
"UN'il SPRING HORSE ;TRIALS :'Sp9h-sor·e a by
Dept. of Animal Science.· ~iders ·from throughout
N.ew pnglartd wi.ll compete· in dre$sage; crb,ss
cdiH1try j•u mping and ,-staditim fumping tests :
->PAR ENTS AT UNH SU'B PORTING' EA.CH · Dres1sagei Saturday 5 May 2,,Green A,res Stable·,
(OTHER): PAUSE: Sponsored by Non,-Traditional , Dover, 8 a..m. to 3 ,p.m.1Jumping,: _Sl:1Aday, ,May 3,
Stqden t .Geater., Informal discussion g r:oup for . UNH H.ors~.l~arns·, 8 a,Jn. ~o 4 p.m. Open to public.
.
. parents (students; ,staff, fac~l.ty). Bring your lunch,.: . ,
ideas. a·rid concerns aQout being away fro~ your ·_
ch~ldr<!n_. Wed-nesdays, Underwood House,noo,nSAF'E RIDES: Sponsored by UNH-Oyster R{\i~r
1 ~m .
·
·
Sa-fe Ride Program. A service for students that
provides safe transportation home for drivers under ·
UNDERGROUND OUTING CLUB: Nuclear
the influence of akohol and/ or ot:her drugs and/ or
· informatiori table .9 n MUB balcony recruiting
volunteers for unique Seabrook protest project. · those riding with them. Thursdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays, 10 p.m. to 2° a.m., call 862,-1414. ·
Monday, April 20, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
I

H,EALTH:

,..-~WorctAssociatton ·
( ~ ) 669-8447 .
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Permission was required from
these activities, not to .
' Sandil).istas pose QO secur.i-ry .President: H~alapd;· t,p~ Fife · members .to·.do ·the ,ev;ery. ·day. ;;. '.'. As . rh'irtgs:.,stand- today, we are-·, menrio-n -. thos·e whorlive witih
··
threat -w the :united States 'but Marshall, ·-t he University ·•a rchi- • promoting of the ,Coalition ,but ·: ' '.l:eadi:ng · SO covert actio9-s' the scars'! he·said: ~. · ·
a "pntential" _threat to .neigh- tects and even the student when the bigger events come- · around the wodd.'' Stockwe,U, ,, . _' Stock;~lj-is _e ~·p~h.~ti(that ·
boring Ceqiral American coun- · senate.
. .
about the group, can .expand ~q told. .mor1bid stoties '.of certain 'students must b:r'eak out of the .
tries.
· · ·
. · _· .. . . . cou0,tdes. where the CIA teaches apathy they have fallen'i..;t"a atjd
. "The process has been going . as much as 100. _
,; Aw.are'ness . has gon~.. up . :to.r tirr~ t)t ii-ain death squads begin to fight fo.phe_ir fp!u*,
To deal with this co~plex rnal easily/' Kearner said. "I
' issue, Ba_bbitt said the United was suprisedto see th¢ president ; drama-tically ,in the :last year,',',_·_, Uf):Qer ;the, AJliance for Progress. if 'there is -to be one at all. Th~s
States· must ''start·dealing ·with ~ be soreceptive to the idea." ' - : Kearney··saici.;'.' .With -p eople_;•:-' ''B-~ggars 'a.r e :picked up·0ff . 'especially :p euai~s' ro-. b:is, ,yie~
reality, ·n'ot,. W:ith hypo'thesis ...;
,·. Agreat deaLofthe Gredit goes " questioning the administration . the .streets 'and used· as, guinea ,.. on-nuclear w:'eapbns.~<;
~
' · Accordin:g :to Babbitt, ~lSal- to ' Tony :Nevin,. ptofessor :of ~ in the Iran pulky; they a'r,e , pigs: Berweenthe 't:©Ftureclasses .
"You've gonio bet screa1mirtg
. ·ya~6r ·is "rapidly becoming the ·, psych0.logy and faculty -advisor ;:c beginning to ques_tio,n every- they, ,aJ:e ?hot up vii-th vitamins _ ''.~hy.' We may-not be -abte t:o
·L:e barion' of-'Central' America." .. for the-Qoalitio.n, whcr is;the go- thing that th~president is doing, so that ;cari:fast thfought:~e -h:eJ.Ct ·_·, reverse · rhe ·pr.o~ess·· of-:'{ he~e
He sa'id Unired States foreign : 'between for the Coalition .and including nu,clea-r wea,p,o,qs." _ '. , . cl~~S.-: A{te.~ they die their bodies · ·· entrenched weipoiis, b.ut we ·
policy should focus on· "curing : the 31:~ ministratio~. nt is,.eas-~er , · Th.e C,o/llitio,n, is a stude,ht' , are qmtilated and thrown onth.e hav.e to try. You qrnriot wajt
for hi_m to deal with the admii:i:, organization w,hid::idoesn't push · street to _ incite -fea_r -•. in_. the · until next '. s.t1mm€r or next year,
. hmpan _righi:fand abuses."
"I believe· the U.S. foreign istratton than for the students, / · it's vafoes on others. The .or " . · townspeople," Stockwell said,
. _because the missiles coµld be
He asked the audience; "How _i,n the aiT tonight, romofrO\y,
_p9licydoe,s n'r-tare about human Kear-ne,y said. "~onr i~ very ; ganiz_a tion facilitate awareness
. rights· in ~J Salvado.r,'!,he said.
concerned also which is impor- , for . UNH students.; yet there is could .someone teach torture?" or next moJ;J.th,''. .he said. ,.·.,. '
To impfove t_h is situatio-_n, tam:''
.
· a stigma attached to them. He 'said it is time for the U.S.
. Stockwell's parting words to
The memorial, when com,. "People get s'c:ared to ·com·e up to '"co'me to grips with how thestudentsofUNHwere,:''~e
Babbitt' said the United Sta_res
sho'uid -begin a ·process of basic pleted, will serve as a reminder . and talk to us ,when 'we hav~ _a . ma~y people we have kjlled." · . :haveio ·actpow, before it!s top
reform. . .
' .' .
to those who see it as they w.alk . table set up;" Kearney said. ·"It ·
"Milliohs of people haveAied late:", ·
· .. · ·. , · . ,
Tom Aley, illiiiot, im~_n ded ·by it. ····A rememberence ,will be is too bad." , . , . ,, .
When you walk by the ,CO!Pthe' event and said he was . -e nshrined on it to all those who
' impressed wtth Babbitt.'· .
. ·die-d oo Au12:usr.6 .and August . pleted memorial or s.e e a table ,.
for a letter writing campaign,
"He (Babbitt) seemed.quite c· 9, 1945/'·Kearney said. . __
Kearney has been invo'lved '. stop by a-nd s-ee what the Coa-~nowledgeahle dri Cen~ral America. Ifs good that h~ opposes with ..the Coalition for three · lition has to offer. You can only
CONCORD
· ·
· American.intervent--ion in•Cen- : years actively but his awareness make a difference.
. dates back further. Kearney said :
tral Ame~ica/' Aley said . .
:Babbitt, a· graduate of Nofre
I;)ame University and Harvard
Law School, ~aid .he 4·~pes
·college snidenrs·· will play a kH
' role in the presidential electio·n.
APRIL 2l'ST, TUt.· ·:
He pointed out th!1t in 1968,
students were very-important
'7:30 PM
- in the de.r riocratic race, when
shso. S14.5D
President Lynd9n B. Johnson
· decided a.gains t campaigning
TICKETS AVAILABLE TICKETRON OUTLETS
for r·e-election.
\
.
CAPITOL BOX OFFICE (603) 228-04~6 -·:sue·B-abbitt .should not expect
. FRO,NT ROW TICKET AGE'NCY
t-oo ··inufh help. _After all ;,--•it
FRENCH'S. MUSIC ICO"CORDI
· wasnY until after he graduated
ISIS BOUTIQU~ (MANCHES!ER. CONCORD) . ,
c6llege ~that he got 'in,t erested
in.politics.
.
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. 'A;RE YOU PLANNING. YOUR
FALL ·coU.RSE SCI-IE.DULE?
Think about ~athematics in ili.e summer!
Course Title
,
'
:~

'

(:REF

Dates

. 1017

.05/25-07 /02

MTWTh

05 /25-07 /02

MTWTh.

Session

Days

Times

.'
E_lem~n~ary M~th I_,-·,,''\,

40.NOI)

' 402(0])

·-. Elemenrary ·M_ath II

'1018

402(03)

· Elem~nr;ry Math 11

0185

07/06-08/ 14

l-0.19

05/25 -07 /02

. 0083

07 /06-08/ 14

05/75-07 /02

MTWTh

05 /25-07 / I 6

MW

405(0'1)

..

Elementar-y Functions

\

<i

MTWTh
MTWTh

\

-

405(03)

Eleqiemarcy Functi~ns ·

*-420(01)

Finite Mathematics

4014

*420.(02)

Fin it_~ Mathemarics' .

0183

l.42'5(01)

Calculus I

0515

Calculus 1

3015

05/25-~7; 16

*425(03)

Calcu/us 1·

0187

07 /06-08/ 14

MTWTh

426(01)

Calculus II

*425(02)

426(02) ·

Calculu; Jj.

.

.,

6

05 / 25-07 /02

MTWTh

MTWTh
MW

0516

05 / 25-07/02 .

MTWTh

4015

07 /06-0814

MTWTh

8:00-10:00 am
6:00-9:00pm
8:00- r0:00am

.

527(01)

o ·ifferen~ial Equarions wirh
Linear .A.lgebra

25:J5

05/25-07 /02

528(01)

Nlulridemensiona r Colculus

00\JO

07 /06-08/ 14

*5_')6(01)

lnfr0<;lucmry ·sraristi:al Inference 2513

07 /00-08/ 14

MTWTh

644(o!')

t>robabiliry and Statistic for Ar,plications 0091

07 /06-08/ 14

MTWTh

645(01)

Linear l\!gebrnfor Applications

0184 . : 07 /O<i-08/ 14

MTWTh

MTWTh

6 .

MTWTh
8:00-1 O:OOam
8:00-1 O:OOam.
10: IOam-12: 10pm

-These ·corirses <will not be cancelled.
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PAGE EIGHT

Hollis discusses···
Titanic tragedy

This -display in the Dia~ond
photo)

By Mary Tamer
John Hollis, a lead.ing expert 60 percent of the passengers.
on the Titantic, gave a chilliqg Although .two .ships, the Carlecture Tuesday n-ight a:t the . pathia and the Californian were
New England Center concern- . fairly close by, they could cio ·
ing t~e construction of this little to help avert the tragedy'
magnificent ship and the from happening. The Carpathia
tragedy that could have possibly did not have the speed to get
been prevented. Hollis, whose . to the Titai:1ic within the two
visit was .sponsored · by the . and a half hours befor~ it fully
Friends of the Library as part sank into, the cold, North Atan~
of the "Night to Remember" tic waters.-. The Californian-,
fondraising dinner, began his which was closer to the Titanic
lectu,.·e at 8:30 p.m. by stating, ·auhe time of impact, had turned
"The Titanic is about 50 miles off its ship to ship radio .and
Library foyer remembers the Titanic 75 years later. · (Stu Evans from impact at _this moment." never heard the distress call.
·
·
. ,
· W·ith less than two hours left It can be only estimated. ho~
before this maiden voyage came vital thes~ shi-ps were to the
m an abrupt end 75 years ago -rescue of the passengers ..
. Even though •the Titanic .had
that night, Hollis dove into the
specifics about the tragedy that, 20 life boats aboard (by law only 1
according to Hollis,· never 16 were required), only 13 were
launched that night. Passengers
semester's gourmet dinner.
and people have rou-ghly two should have happended ..
Meehan is responsible for the
weeks to respond. After that,
The Titanic was built on were convinced tne ship was
.
overall running of .the gourmet
the remaining tickets go up for Quenn's Island in Belfast, Ire- unsinkable.
Since the Titanic was found
·dinn.er, though' she has many general sale.
land. Its proportions were trestudents working with her.
. "A Greek Odyssey" sold out mendous, with ari overall weight in 1985 by Dr. Robert Ballard
"Once we've decided on a for both nights on ApriL lO·and of 27,000 tohs. To date, it is still of the Woods Hole Oceanogratheme," Meehan said, "we dis11.
· ·
:
the largest mart-made ship ever - phic Institute there has been
cuss the mailing lists. Usually
"Though it.involve/a lot of buil't, also having the largest heated dispute as to what should
we sell between 250:-270 tickets hard work and planning, I'm propellers -in the world and be done with its remains.
Hollis told the audience that
per night. The gourmet dinner excited about the dinner," Mee.,. three anchors whose total
an auction would begin Wed- '
runs for two consecutive han said. 'Tm prepared to woi;k weights were ove.r 30 tons.
nights."
hard." ,
The interior of'the ship was , nesday for things that are to be
According to Meehan, the .
The decorations adorned the an impressive as the outside. salvaged. This outrages Hollis
mai-l ing lists consist of people GraniteStateRoomoftheMUB The upper decks and main and those who found the ship
who've come to the gourmet was a take off on Greek Mythol- . stairway were all papered with , because, according to Hollis, ,
dinners before, or alumni of the ogy, consisting of murals, Greek silk brocade to complement the · "No one is interested in artifact,
hotel administration depart- ice sculptures, columns, and shiny, paneled walls.Jritricate · except °for the almighty dollar."
. ment of UNH.
Hollis said he feels there is
wandering plants and greenery. carvings in the woodwork cou\d
"When people come to the
The Greek band, "Odyssey" be found all over, except for the a:moral matter involved since
gourmet dinner, we ask them played both -authentic Greek lower decks. As Hollis said, there are ovei; the 1200 bodies
to fill out an evaluation .on the music and contemporary soFlgs · "These are works of art that buried i~ t!le 1Tit~nic.
dinner," Meehan said. "By doing throughout· the night. A min- cannot be replaced." Certain . "Let them rest in peace,"
that, they've become a member ·strel wandered during the cock- first-class rooms could com - Holl1s said.
He said this part of the North
oi our mailing list, and that . tail hour. · ,, marid a price as high as $4000,
continues on."
·
The menu offered a seven- which, Hollis said jokingly, was Atlantic where the Titanic .lays.
should be co.n sidered the same
A certain number of tickets course meat of Greek dishes "definately first class in 1912."
are_allocated for the mailing lists beginning with auth~ntic Greek . · Hollis touched on many ques- as any other place of burial: a
hor d'oeurves and ended with tions surrounding the contro- sacred place not to be distµrbed .
Hopefully, Hollis will get his
the traditional dessert of bak- versial sinking of the Titanic"
lava.
"
which claimed over 1500 lives, wish.
The gurmet dinner is part of
a food service class, and the
junior and senior students ~re
responsible for the din•ner.
Hotel administration majors
compete for the four main
positions of general liouse man- ·
ager, back of the house manager,
front of the ,house manager; and
controller. The teacher's aides
~nd professors decide on the
students for the position, which
involves evaluating a-resume
and cover letter of each student.
· "It is important to realize
there are many other peole_
working together also," Meehan
said. "Whenever possible, hotel
administration students who
may have a spare hand just pick
up and help out.,,Thi-s past fall was the first
Students picked up caps aQ.d gowns, and made ticket reservations
DINNER, page 18
for commencement this week. (Stu Evans photo)

''Greek Odyssey" served well
By Andrea Parrilla
Deep-fried squid with sauc-e
and an authentic Greek band
serenading each table are only
a couple of the attractions for
last weekend's gourmet dinner
atUNH.
·
•
1
For the pasf'decade the hotel
administration students of
UNH have been responsible for
the success of the two gourmet
dinners held each school year. ·
The hotel administration
department of UNH has· traditionally been among the top
t-hree in the country. The continuous success of the gourmet
dinner is a reflection of this
program.
The business aspect of the
•hotel industry is ·stressed in the
program at UNH, more so than
food services alone.
This semester's theme was
''A Greek Odyssey" and MaryEllen Meehan~ senior, is the
general house manager for this

- - - - - - - - ~ - PAUSE - - - - - - - - -

(continued from page 6)
the same thing, you .can go on," . PAUSE in the,. Campus Journal ideas. At the last meeting the
said Landsdown.
and decided to go to the meet- members talked about the posThe .g roup is also planning ings. She said that the support sibility .of adopting grandparon having experts come in to offered is very worthwhile. "I ents. "I was very e-xcited," said
speak on issues that concern . think a lot of people can benefit Landsdow n. "We -all decided
· Chortled your friendly little Robot.
workin.g / studying parents . from the group,,. Canney said. that the ·extended family ·was
.Historical Robotic O iscussion
Some ideas for speakers have "Thef e's a lot of support and really the ideal situation for
childcare, but since these aren't
been people from career p~an- a lot of information." Groups Focusing on
around that much anymore, this
ning
and
placement
to
talk
about
No
stµdents
have
come
to
the
•
Science Humanity Interface
job options for parents.
·
meetings so far but Landsdown sounded like a great alterna So far, the group has been a hopes that once the word gets tive."
23 7 p.m. MUB Cafe
Landsdown said both children
success, ahhough they could use out, they will.- "Students would
better .advertising. Mostly it has bring another dimension to the and senior citizens are two
.been publicized by word of · group," Landsdown said. "They important facets of our ~ulture
mouth. ·
would have the same concerns that are often ignored that we
Donna Caaney, a mother of as us plus the added concern of ·can learn a lot from.
"It .~ as just an _idea, but we'd
two children aged five and finding time to study."
· · seven, and a secretary at human . The grot,1p sessions are also - like to ·go with ·it/ La-ndsdown
resources, saw an article about used as time for brainstorming said.

A French gourmet dinner was·served at Huddleston dining
hall yesterday., (Stu Evans photo)

"A~U~
G~" . · -~
Thur. April
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Dethie r Urges listeni ng·
By Karyn Reynolds
His message is .to learn. To
learn by paying more attention,
by listening to the words, and
by "breaking out of your shell"
to become involved.
_Brock Dethier, English instructor at UNH, spoke Tuesday
night in Congreve Hall not only .
as part of the Last Lecture Series
-but more like it was his last
lecture ever.
He wants people to "learn a
little more about how to learn"
and decide to use music as his
teaching device instead of a
lecture. He did not give a· lecture~
"because they' re not really good
at getting people to think and
getting people involved," Deth- ier said·.
Music makes you think, Dethiet said.
"If you pay more attention
(to music), you can learn from
it, " he said.
He pointed out music is a
great way to learn on your own.

all jazz music.
"If you are going to learn
something new, you have to
relate it to something you
already know," Dethier said.
As Neil Young's "Down by
the River" played in the background, Dethier explained he
listened to this song for 10 years
without realizing the se.riousness of singing about killing a
woman who did not fulfill his
dreams. Dethier said he finally
realized this mind-set is extremely pervasive in our society
"where people feel they have
the right to kill people who
don't fulfill their dreams."
"Try to go back and figure Ol;lt
why you got attached to the
songs, or literature or whatever,
then decide if your reasons are good enough," Dethier said.
· Your reasons for liking a song
are always changing but Dethier
said everyone should think
about it enough· to decide what
it is that you like'.
Dethier learned a lot about
'Tm always learning from real war from another song, Bob
music," said Dethier. He said Dylan's "Masters of War."
"People don't seem to listen
in addition froin learning from
new ·m usic, one can also learn much to the words. any more,"
new things from music you are ··Dethier said.
already familiar witfr
By listening to the words in
·
Detheir began the music by "Masters of War"· Dethier was
playing "Crossroads", as per- exposed to a different view on
formed by the rock group The war than he had heard before:
"We ·(United States) have
Cream, with Eric Clapton on
guitar and vocals. The song was always justified our wars by
originally performed 32 years saying God is on our side,"
earlier by Robert Johnson as a Dethier said.
jazz song.
In Dylan's words,,"EvenJesus
~
.
The lesson from this song for would forgive what you do," th.e
Dethier was· that he listened to · "you" is refers to our governthe jazz version of "Crossroads" ment that has consistently tried
because he liked The Cream's to coptrol a_nd destrny countries
';'~rsion. He then began-ro ehjoy _that try to ma;ke. it on their own,
-:
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·course·Off'!rings·in French ·anil Iial(an :.: General Education Category

Dethier said.
Dethier used these songs as
examples of how he learned by
listening to music but stressed
that you can learn something
from every song by listening to
the words. The more music you
-listen to, the more you will learn,
Dethier said.
To broaden his own musical

5 (Foreig_n Cultures) "". . •

Ital. 503 (i~termediate level; also counts for Ital. minor) · ·
' ,.
Pren. 501. 504 (intermediate level; also counts for Pren. ·minor) ··

General Education Category 8 (Literature ·a nd Ideas)
Pren. 621 (French Prose in Translation)
Fr£?_n. : 65_1 ( Readings in French Literature;: also counts for Pren. ·
ma;0r/ minor) ,
,
.
For information regarding other courses in French and Italian (including those which satisfy
the BA fo-re1g_n language requirement and major/minor requirements}, see your Di-rectory
of Courses (Time and Room Schedule;. Please note that Pren 501 will b t
ht h ·
_ in .reJ'Sion 2 __
_
·
e aug t 1s summer

DETHEIR, page 18
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We know it's a bus\' time for mu.:__ Time
to celebrate. time to reflect. -But ifs also
time to look to the future. -,

! INC0-491 Computer Literacy 2 Credits

Kinko ·s can help you prepare for your
fucure. We ha\'e a \,·ide range of specialty
papers and mate::hing em·elopes to gh'e your
resume the professional look it,dese.rves.
Come h\' and see us toda\'. There ·s no
time like the present.·
·

.INC0-495 Computer Applicatio ns 4
Credits

kinko•s®
creat copies. creat people.
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-uNt t·to throw birthday bash
By frank Moore

released at 1 p.m. Wednesday
Benjamin Thompson. Does at Thompson Hall to celebrate
the name ring a bell?
his birthday. The event is sponHow 'about a hint? Students sored by the UNH Student
walk by his memorial daily and Ambassador Council.
spend the last minutes of class
"if it weren't for Ben Thompanticipating hearing the bells son there would be no UNH,"
-o f his hall.
said Polly Daniels, assistant
It's about time. Benjamin director of alumni affairs and
Thompson, the Durham farmer ,"coordinator _of the .,,!?irth~ay
who left his farmland and assets - party.
·
.to the state of New Hampshire
Vice President for Student
for the founding of an agricul- Affairs Richard H. Hersh will
rural school in 1890 would have attend the celebration and give
celebrated his 181st birthday on a brief speech to both faculty
Wednesday, April 22.
and students.
Twelve square feet of chocal"When I was a student here
ate birthday cake will be served in the early Sixties, we all
and 200 blue and white balloons learned who Ben Thompson
1

New Ht\mpshire

·

P-~!~~KS
We have moved-please note our new address
T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Tot~s • BasebaU C•ps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shir.s • Aprons • Custom Designs

Plua Hundred• of Specialty Advertlal119 Item•
in-House Art Dept

603/431-8319
, Au~_
umn Pond Park, Rte. 101, •-Portsmouth NH

SUMMER JOBS
at camp for
underprivileged 10
to 12 year-old
New Hampshire boys. Nine demanding
but rewardmg weeks on island-based
program. Salary: $1000, plus room
and board, for summer. Work/study
possibility. Requires dedication,
and an attinity for the· outdoors
and athletics.
·

For more Information write:
Alan M. Cantor. Ex. Dir.
PO
Box 120 ·
Bristol. NH 03222
or call 603-744:6131 / ·

ft.· M'"' AYHE'W

<continued from page 3)
Jay works for the 's tudents."
both of them.
H u rl e y a n d o the r A p "We had a good time and met
was, but awareness of him has sey / Harcourt supporters were a lot of good people," he said.
falle'n - by the \vayside and I angered by Heisenberg's opetAs jt got later people became
- thought this migpt start a new ating one of the ballot boxes on more restless. Apsey and Hartradition;" Qaniels said.
Wednesday.
·
court went up to the MUB
Thompson never married
"That was wrong,'' Hurley .around 1 a.m: to wait for the
although he came extremely said. "But even though Jay may results. When asked if he was
close once. While engaged to · not have won, it should be nervous, Harcourt said this was
a Portsmouth la9y he gave her known that he ran an honest the calmest part.
$1000 · .to furnish the house. campaign with nQ mud throw- ·.
"It's out of our hands now,"
Thompson was n·or satisfied ·)ng."
he said.
·
with the renovation' which
Newly-elected Greek senator · ·Finally at 2 a.m. the decisi0n
resulted in an argument break- Walter Jenkins, a brother at wasannouncedi nfavorofJones .
ing off the engagement.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, Apsey/1-;Iarcou rt supporters
As Thompson grew older he wanted . to congratulate Ap- were silent for a moment, then
became known as the wealthiest sey /Harcourt on their cam- congradulated the two for a
farmer in the country. When paign.
·
well-run campaign.
·
he died at the age of 84, his will
"They · addressed the is•s ue
"Well, I guess that's it," said
-made n-o provisions for his honestly and logically. They Apsey as he and Harcourt
relatives. Lucien Thompson, his were robbed," Jenkins said. \ _
turned to leave. When asked if
nephew, said this was probably
Tension surrounding the elec~ they wanted to contest ·rhe
because of a dispute over the tion winner announcement be- .decision, both said no. They had
division of the estates of Thomp- gan about rpidnight. The base- already ~ecided not to in case
son's mother a-nd his brother ment of Kappa Sigma was filled of a loss.
John.
with nearly · 200 friends and
Apsey and Harcourt returned
Except for a few small be- ~ell-wishers. The ra.J? lyrics of to Kappa Sigma to thank their
, quests -the entire estate, valued
Apsey ... Harcourt ... , were re- friends before going home.
at $400,000, was willed to the .peated over and over· through
· "This party was worth the
s.tate of New Hampshire to stereo speakers. ..
whole campaign," Apsey said.
establish an agricultural school
"I supported Apsey and Har- "This is all soleY, due to the
20 years after his death.
court because they offered a support of our friends." _
He required the state to solid, diverse platform,'' said
- Looking around, he was sur-:
appropriate the sum of $3,00 junior Karl Buechsenschue tz. prised and pleased at the diverannually for the period of the "They combined .everyone's sity of people there. Students
20 years, · and then build the ideas and ·came up with a real- from all types of campus
school on his Warner farm istic workable set of goals."
organizations had come to wish
"wherein shall be thoroughly
Apsey and Harcourt spent the them well.
taught, both in the schoolroom day Wednesday walking around
"It's incredible to learn how
and in the field; the thro:ry and town, reminding people to vote many people were behind us,"
practice of that most useful and and winding down their cam- he said. We really want to thank
honorable calling."
paign.
every one Qf them."
At that time UNH was c;alled
"The last few weeks have
They also added that they
the New Hampshire College of gone by quickly," said Apsey. were grateful to their campaign
Agriculture and the Mechanic- "Sometimes you get so caught manager Tom De Vries who
Arts. It was located in Hanover - up in the campaigning. It will _ "did it all.'_'
where it shared some buildings be nice when it's over to be in
Asked about future plans,
and programs with Dartmouth the mainstream ·of students Apsey said that ·, he was going
College. When Thompson's again. But this is definately to ''lie out in the sun tomorrow
bequest .was :approve d b
y state worth it, and is a priority to me.''. an~ relax." (f
off~cials,
:UNH
moved
to
DurHarcourt added that the -'. -~ "But tonjgnt,'l-·li.a rcourt said,_
ham.
wh?le process was valuable to / "you're buying µ1e Karl's.:·

-------.liiiiiiiiiiil______________ __, __..
·
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An,eter nal sym bol
It is easy to miss as you pass by the MUB.
The brass plaque, mounted on a small
boulder and partially hidden by a broad,
leafy tree, is mostly forgotten or ignored
by too many people in the University
community. Ask a friend where the University's Kent State memorial is located
and you will most likely get a quizzical 'look
.
and a negative answer. _
Now it looks like UNH will receive
another memorial Th.is one is different,
and much closer to. the mindset of today's
students. Through ,the hard work of the
Coalition of Disarmamen t and Peace a·n
eternal flame, lit from t_h e fire of the
Hiroshima nudear bombing of 1945, will
be installed near the Kent State-memori al.
This is a University desperately short
of symbols. The proposed eternal flame
1

would be both a constant and dramatic
symbol and-reminde r of man's ability to
destroy his own world. UNH needs a
memorial that reminds us the grave
situation that exists today due to the
presence of nuclear weapons. The flame
is 1 definately the most positive and signifkaht contribution CDP has given to the
University.
Nowhere else 'in the state of New
Hampshire is there a monument of this
kind - not in Concord, the state ci'pitol,
or at Dartmouth, the state's Ivy League
college. This is a chance for UNH to be
a leader in the area of gl_o bal awareness
for once, and not a follower, like it was ori
the· issue of divestment.
The flame also holds significant meaning
for the state of New Hampshire. It has been

_shown that the University is an excellent
investment for the state, in a finane::ial sense.
~But what is-more important is the tremendous contribution UNH graduates can make
in the moral attitude of the state. This
eternal flame is one small step in shaping
the moral attitude .of UNH students, who
will in turn contribute to the state and to
·
·
their country.
remember
cannot
Many students today
gripped
that
contoversy
the turmoil and
and
1960s
the
during
States
the United
more
is
era
that
them,
of
many
1970s.To
often associated with watching "Easy Rider"
on late-night ·t elevision. The impending
threat of nuclear war, however, is in the
forefront of the minds of many, -if not most
college students. The proposed eternal
,
flame can onlr, keep it there.

'S
COCA

Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross
Blood Drive Chair

To the editor:
pear Jarry:
An open letter to President Haa'We ·in New Hampshire are very
land:
because of the small number
lucky
On behalf of the Committee on
of AIDS cases that have occured.
Central America at the University
As expected with this small nu~ber
of New Hampshire, I would like
of cases in our state we likewise have
Central
former
hear
to
you
to invite
found very few blood donations that
Intelligence Agency official Joh_n
have tested positive for the antibody
Stockwell speak at UNH. His
to the human immlJ,nodeficien cy
speech will focus on CI.A. activities
virus (positive AIDS test) . In th-e
and policies. The lecture will be held entire Vermont-New Hampshire
in the Granite State Room at the
Red Cross Blood Services we have
Memorial Union Building at 7:30 identified 15 positive HIV antibody
. p.m., on Apr'il ,16th.
tests out of 170,000blood donations.
Compleimentary tickets will be Six of these positive antibody tests
Sununu,
John
nor
Gove
for
held
were from the state of New HampRepresentative Robert Smjth, Se- shire and all were in high risk AIDS
nator Hubert Humphrey, Senator .groups. None of the positive HIV
Warren Rudman and yourself at tests were from blood drawings on
· your office on the afternoon of the the campus of the U niveisity of
lecture. Your attendance would add New Hampshire. This information
to the DIVERSITY of Mr. Stock- is · di rectly from Dr. Westphal
well's audience as well as express (Medical Director of VT-NH Red
your concern for a r~i:ional foreign Cross Blood Service), who is the
policy. only person who has access to the
test
Sincerely, names of individuals that
individuals
these
of
Each
positive.
Thomas C. Mond
has been notified by him personally.
There is no other individual who
R .S.V.P. Co~mittee on Central has access to the names of these
America
individuals which are in a coded
file system.
(note: Gordan Haaland did no _t
Some donors may defer them up.)
show
selves prior to b.lood donation, or
at some point late during the
donation process: The exact number
of donors ·in this category cannot
be accurately determined. Additionally, the reason for every deferral
·
is confidential.
A_s you are aware there is now
To the Editor:
With the approach of the ·cele- the opportunity for a donor to
bration of the collection of the confidentially request that his blood
90,000th pint from UNH donors donation not be used for transfu_at the spring blood drive, I wish sion. Again this i'nfti rmation is
to share the letter below with all entirely confidential . and mainUNH students and personnel. I am tained only by numerical code.
pleased with its content and know There have only been two instances
of this in New Hampshire and again
all readers will be also.
· See you on Monday, April 20th , these were not at .a blood drawing
through Friday, April 24th from . on the campus of the University
10 to 3 at your MUB when we will of New Hampshire.
Finally just as a point for your
all -be very proud of your accomp.
information, the tofaJ number of
lishment.

AIDS

AIDS cases in Vermont has been stated, in reference to the ROTC Totkien)
I oppose the. policies of my
12, and the total number in New program: " .. .It is not in the interest
and openly admit this
President
educate
to
however,
military,
the
of
Hampshire is 26 . None of these
defend ROTC. We ·
cases have been related to blood future soldiers about the evils of fact, but I must
war and the human element of the need soldiers, and they need money.
transfusions.
I sold six years ~f my_service for
I hope this informa.tion wilf be enemy."
aid when I joined the
educational
of
privilege
the
granted
was
I
,
inforuseful and supply objective
needed the
mation for those individuals who attending the US Marine Corps Marine Reserve. I
Recruit Depot at Parris Island, SC money that I might graduate and,
may need it in your area.
Miles John McCue, M .D. this past sumrrier as a recruit and in my intended career as a teacher,
Associate Medical Director am proud to have been there and help tQ better my nation by proper
of America. VT-NH Red Cross Blood Service worn the uniform of the elite Corps instruction of the youth
of the finest nation ever to grace To remove military aid would place
college out of the reach of man-y,
.
this planet.
We were taught the evils of war particularly those m·inorities whom
and the hu_m an element of the Miss Markey seeks to help.
I thank Miss Markey for her
enemy. No one as fully understands
the horrors of war as a soldier, insights and good intentions, -and
particularly a Marine, who willl be urge her to continue her struggle
the first to kill or die in defense to reform our s~hool, but I urge her
To the Editor:
our nation and way of life. The also to research her facts inore
of
the
with
pleased
I am extremely
military is a necessary part of closely, and consider the potential
Senate's recent decision to "support
society. "It takes but one foe to breed consequences of her intended ac the University of El Salvador in its
·
a war, and those without swords tions.
struggle for a higher education."
Michael Gallant
can still die upon them." O.R.R.
I am convinced that we, the University of New Hampshire, have
gained a positive step in the formation of a universal institution
that is willing and able to help other
DAV ID COLSON . Edit or- in-Chief
universities. This relation is definitely worthwhile, for it gives the
JOANNE MAR INO . Managing Ed itor
opportunity for an education to
PETER A. KATZ . Managing Ed itor
ROBERT BOSWORT H . News Edito r
those who need assistance and want
MARLA G. SM IT H , N e w s Edi t or
to learn.
JAMES CA RR O LL. Features' EditJr
RI CK KAMP ERSA L, Spo rts Ed it or
CRA IG PARKER. P~oto Editor
.
Danielle ,Marriott
ST U EVANS. Photo Editor

Salvad or

·The·New Hampshire ·

KR ISJEN RUSSELL. Busi ness Ma nager
CARR IE F. KEAT ING. Adve rtising Manager

ROTC

Advertising· Associates

To the Editor:
As a Democrat, firmly opposed
to current US policy in Central
America, and a fervent believer in
the right of all people to Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness, I feel that I must distance
myself from_a certain radical element present at this University and
express the views of reasonably
moderate pacifists such as myself.
Receptly Student Body Presidential Candidate Kristy Markey had
printed and distributed a pamphlet
on the functioning of the University
entitled "Their Rules and Our
Rights." ;Miss Markey _er~oniously
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Protesting - no laughing
Protesting-for the sake of protesting. ·. ·
World peace certainly is not an iss_ue that
concerns any of us. I think the demonstrators last ~eek pulled the idea out of a hat.
They had nothing better to do, none of them
are concerned about the nuclear threat.
None of them want to live in a better world.
In fact they are probably waiting for world
peace so _that they can all gather together
and -demand that we reconstruct nuclear
weapons and blow up the world. So they
can pro~est world peace, just for the sake
of protesC\ng. These people have no
concerns. Tli.ey are deviants, looking to
get on the news or in the paper. YEAH
RIGHT!
I sincerely doubt that anyone has ever

~,..,_
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Chris Hanson is a freshman life science major
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don't vote. You "may ,ask, "If _we are not
inform~d how Cl:!,,.Il we:'do tbes-~ th'ings?"
You must become informed, the information is out there. If th.is representative
democracy is to work more effectively, our
leaders must truly represent the people,
the majority. I don't think that everyone
is heard, because so few· speak up.
Speaking out, in whatever peacable
manner one may choose, is an extremely
effective way of 'bringing about a change.
, We can't sit idly by, and wait for change,
we have to make the changes. This is our
world, now: we have to be heard. The
demonstration, in history, has shown great
· power, great ability to bring about a change.

~

The Civil Rights movement of the fities
and sixties, is an excellent example. The
demostrators showed their concern, and
change was brought about. Since the
demonstrations have decreased, so has the
amount of change.
Undoubtedly all of us have some grievances, certainly we don't all share the same
concerns. There isn't a movement for
everything, but there are many, and if you
share the concerns of the members of one,
why not join them? Show your concern,
be represented.
Change is never automatic, it doesn't
happen overnight, but "If the people lead, '
eventually the leaders will follow."
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to their editors, and far too many people
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demonstrated for the mere sake of it.
Demonstration is ·a very effective way of
voicing one's concerns in this ~ountry. Well ·
you can vote, sure you can vote, but what
does choosing another human to make your
decisions for Y'{U do? It takes the responsibility of the''T\:idividual's shoulders . It
allows the individual not to worry about '
anything. It allows the individual to say,
"It doesn't matter, there is nothing I can ,
do anyway". It allows them to place blame
on the politicia,ns. The U.S. was set up as
a democracy, a ," representative" democracy.
Where one individual would represent
many. Are our concerns repr_esented today?
I think not. The majority of people don't
write to tQ_eir Congressman, don't write

°""' ,_.

For a few dollars more
By Phil Broder
"Welcome to our new Field House.
I'm =sure you'll enjoy this little tour.
I'm Mike O'Neil, the director of
Recreational Sports. If you'll follow
me over this way, we can start off over
here at the gymnasium."
"This is our new gym. It has two fullsize basketball courts, plus seating for
20,000. With a facility like this we see
no reason why UNH can't host the
Final Four basketball tournament next
year. Notice that we designed the gym
with·-a"Coustics in mind, so that top
musical groups can play here regularly."
"Let's step into our new locker r;oom.
Just look at these luxurious accommodations, folks. Take a peek at the
training room. We've got a full range
of medical and therapeutic equipment,
including an X-ray machine and a
whirlpool bath. We think it's the best
small sport medicine facility in Amer·
·
·
ica!""·~-.
"Now let's move across the hall to
the natatorium°':This pool was modeled
after the one at the Swimming Hall
of Fame. Olympic size, eight 50-meter
lan<:s, splash gutters, computerized
timing to the 1/ 1000 of a second,
springboards, platfo_,.r ms, everything.
We're quite proud of it."
"Why don't we go out back now to
the Gordon Haalandome. And you can
see, this all-weather domed stadium
is perfect for football, baseball, lacrosse,
field hockey, and what have you. Here
at UNH the students come ·first, and
we wouldn't want our €hildren playing
on wet, muddy, snow-covered field,
would· we? As you can see, we ·ve alsa

set up a_ fine (rack around the field. No
more Pit for 0ur athletes."
"If you'll follow me outside now I'll
sh~~ _you ~me of our other new
factl1t1es. Over there ·you can see our
~ew tennis courts. Although it's not
mflated at the moment, there is a bubble
~o go over them. Across the field there
ts the new Sununu velodrome. This
world-class cycling track was built from
concrete salvaged from the demolished
Seabrook nuclear plant. We also paved
a three_mile l<;>0p in College Woods
so_our f me cydmg team can host races.
Right back through those trees we've
begun construction of an 18-hole oolf
cou~se. The PGA has already expre;sed
an rnterest in holding a tournament
there."
"Well, that's it"for th e tour. If you
take sorrie time to "1ander around on
your own mak~ sure you see the bowling
alley and the mdoor rowing tank. I'm
sure you'll agree that they were well
·
worth the money."
"Any questions? What? How did we
pay fC?r this? No, no, of course none
of this came out of the taxpayers'
pockets. We just tacked a $150 Rec
Sport~ fee o~to each student's bill. Also,
we slipped a bill through the Student
Senate requiring the students' parents
to mortgage ther houses and send us
the money .. Q_uite easy really. The
ne~spaper edttor wrote something
agamst tt, but nobody complained too
1?uch. After all, we're the adminstrat10~. What c~n they do to stop us?!"
0

Phil Broder 1s a freshman wildlife management major
\,,
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•History aridPhih)sophy
of Science Minor

GREAT
JOB .···

Courses -O ffered _
Fall 1987 .
-JL~s~_

- RTUNIT Y

_His-t ory 521 History of Science ·
_. MW 2-3:30 SSC 3q1_Kuriya~a •
.- -_
• Histo~y 651 E~ropean InteHectual History :
Wilcox
301
SSC
TRll-12:30
f

-:Philosophy 424 Scien~e, Technology, and Society
T~ 2-3;_30 HS .18 Tripple~t
~' Pyschology 57 ~ The GreatPsychologists ·
Section I

MW 2~l:30 MORR 103 Woodward

Section2 . TR it-12:30 PETT 21istaff

For informati_on concerning th_e minor please see
Profs. Kuriy~ma, in History, Dusek in Philosophy, or Woodward in
. P.sychology. Handouts concerning the minor are available in the
Departments o-ffering cou.rses _in the minor.

h 19S7-19SS
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-ordering eq~1pme~ schedu\in~ emP oy he 1988 Regi_o na t
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. Both w_ill work under a supervisor. It's a gr~i:t experience
tourn
and -looks good on a resume!
For more information, contact Stan Copeland 862-1524
- or Dianna .Fisched868-2936)
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Come-join the fun!

Sprin g Jubilee
Carnival at UNH to b~n-e fit Multiple~Scle:rosis

*

Carnival rides, games, music, entertainment and benefit_auction

*

Thursday 5-11 p.m.
Friday 4-11 P-~Satm:day '~-11 p.m.
Sunday _1-7 p.m . .

Where? Snively Arena Parking Lot
When? April 23, 24, 25 and 26 -

.

l

UNH

Enterprise
Association

PFO
_UNH Enterprise Association

WRKO

Alpha Phi Omega
National Coed Service Fraternity

•••••••• •••••••
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Mtidama _B utteiflj/ is for the Uninit iated
By Deporah Robinson

well. For three years Butterfly
The idea of going to the opera waits with optim1sm for Pincan be intimidating if one has kerton's return. When she finever done it before. Previous nally sees his ship in the harbor,
to Monday night's performance th~ most vivid scene of the opera
of Mada ma Butter/ly I was shows the shadows of Butterfly,
apprehensive about listening her son and her maid behind the 1
to three hours of non-stop screen of her house holding
operatic voices singing music vig1l, waiting for his return.
by Puccini in a language I know .
Pinkerton does ·return, but little about. What I discovered with his new American wife,
was that opera is not only great an_d only t_o try and convince
music and incredible voices, it · Butterfly to give up her the son
can also be a dramatic and she had by him. Faced with a
engaging story. The three hours . life of shame from being re-. •
·I spent in the Johnson Theater . no_u n_ced by her family, rejected
Monday night were some of the . by her idealized american husbest hours of music I have ever band, and losing her son, Butheard.
terfly does the only honorable
I quickly discovered the prob- thingeaJapanese woman can do.
lem of language was a poor She commits suicide.
,
excuse for avoiding opera. Not
On its own, this story' is
only does the program give an compelling and dramatic. When
· adequate synopsis of the story, enhanced by Puccini's music,
but subtitles are reflected on a like the passionate love duet in
screen suspended above the Act I, the "Humming Chorus"
stage. Watching an opera is as of Act II and the anguishing aria
easy as watching a foreign film. of Butterfly saying goodbye to
Actually, opera is better, it is her son. in ·Act III, the perfor,live.
mance is captivating.
The singing and the story of
Regardless of how good the
Madama Butterfly were the story may be, in order for the
most pleasant surprises of the performance to be the success
evening. The expressiveness of it was, the company had to be
operatic voice and neo-dassical outstanding, and indeed it was.
music enhanced the drama and . Karen Notare's (Butterfly)
beauty of this tragic story of a range as a soprano was incredJapanese woman who marries ibly broad and dynamic. What
and is then deserted by an . the subtitles and the Italian
American Naval officer.
language canoot tell the auThe plot uniquely juxtaposes dience about Butterfly, Notare's
the attitudes of Western· and- expressive voice can. -,
..
· By Jim Carroll
instrumenta.list. Armstrong, for all over the world. When two
Eastern philosophies about lif~, ·
In general, excellence is .what
Dizzy Gillespie describes · example, plays West African cultures come together, clatsh,
honor and commitment. B.F. the New York City Opera Na- D.o'a World Music Ensemble as Balafon and Adodo drum, man- and then become unified,
incredPinkerton, the carefree lieut- tional Company produces. Since being ''.one of the most impor- · dolin harp, Japanese biwa, Chi- ible art seems to come
out of
. enent, signs a lease with a t~e company's inception by tant contributions to the future· nese yueh-chin, sitar, African all those influem,:es."
Japanese marriage broker for Beverly Sills in 1979, this group of our music." That means a lot mbira, Bolivian charango, and
Another strong influence in
a wife and a house that is good has specialized in allowing coming from Dizzy Gillespie.
tabla as w.:ell as guitar. It is Do'a's Do'a's music is the Baha'i faith,
for 999 years or until he decides talented young artists tour the
_D o'a is a local music group musical flexibility and diversity giving direction to their music
to cancel it. Pinkerton does not
country and presen~ classic · with national talent. They are that gives them their unique as well as to their lives.
take the contract ser1ous_ly but operas. They have been hailed labeled as both a jazz group and sound.
"Four of the members of the
his bride to be, Cio-Cio San, nation-wide for high caliber a new age group, b_u t they have
Do'a was founded by ,both ✓ group are Baha'is. Baha'is bebetter known as Butterfly, does. performances as well as for come up with their own label: Armstrong and LaRoche. In a · 1ieve in the oneness of humanButterfly sacrifices her reli- innovating subtitles, a device world music.
·
recent interview with The New i'ty, the, elimination of all forms
gion to marry an American, and that will no doubt expose the
Do'a is comprised of five Hampshire, Armstrong ex- of prejudice, the equality of men
is denounced by her family. She world of opera to new.audiences: musicians: Randy Armstrong, plained the idea of world music and women, the elimination of
contin_ually ·sings that she is
Ken LaRoche, Charlie Jennison, and what Armstrong believes extremes of poverty and wealth,
disowned but happy because
The stage of the Johnson Marty Quinn, and Volker Nah- to be its function.
· and basically a harmonious
although she has,lost her family, Theater received one of its rmann. While each musician
"World music, to us, is a new lifestyle with the planet. Because
she sincerely believes she has greatest compliments by having concentrates on one instrument form that has been introduced it is our lives, it is our faith,
it
gained a new and better life with such a superb opera company - N ahrmann on bass, Quinn in recent times, mostly because is our deepest wishes ... we conan american:
·
perform one of Puccini's grea- on percussion, Jennison on of musicians exploring other s.ider that we are becoming
As everyone but the naive test operas: Mada ma Butter/ly saxophone, LaRo-:.::he on flute, musics from different parts of Baha'is. It's an ideal. It's not just
Butterfly expected, Pinkerton i~ the perfect opera for the and Armstrong on guitar the world. For the most part, like, 'Oh, you're an enlightened
leaves Japan, and' his wife as uninitiated.
each is also a multi- when I hear people exploring human being.'· No, It's a set of
transcultural music forms they principles that we try to look
are co,ming from wher~ they at and gauge our lives ·by. It's
grew lip', what they have studied; going to influence our music.
reaching out, looking at other If we were truely playing from
cultures, other instruments, and our hearts ii' s certainly going
incorporating that. In a sense to have an influence."
it's like a world fusion of music.
Armstrong believes that by.
This is what Do' a World Music incorporating their beliefs in.to
Ensemble has been focusing on the music Do' a has been able
for ..12 years." .
.
.
to create music that is optimDo' a. is not the only group istic.
that plays world music. Groups
"What we have decided to do .
sµch as Oregon, the Paul Winter as artists is to consciously use
Consort, and Pat Methany and motifs, compositions, and ·
Lyle Mays have incorporated sounds that are uplifting. ~e
musics from different cultures have hope for humanity. We
info their music, a~ well as rriore have hope tha_t humanity wHl
rock oriented artists as Robert · pull b~~ of.'.:all .this·no.nserise and
Fripp and Peter Gab'riel.
.realiscfihat ~we are.noble human
"1 think that underneath all beings. There is no need for the
•the.musicians who are exploring Russians to be against t,g e
(world music) they are really · Americans, or the Pakista{'ljs
showing the oneness of human- against the Indians. Evin
ity. You can take African, Jap- though thost are d~ep rooted
anese, South American, and political things that ar~ taki.1,g .
European influences, merge
.,
Volker Nahrmann, Marty Quiiu1, Ken LaRoche, Randy Armstrong, an~_,G
. _hadie Jennison them together and come up with Do' a, page 17
of Do'a.: (Ttisli flaidngton phofo),, : · .
something beautifoL .W e _set:,tqis:.:
.

World Music,

World Harm ony

-
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Meat Puppets
Mirage
SST Records
· By Arthur Lizie
Fresh from roamfog the vast
expanses of their blazing Ariz- _
ona homeland, ·The Meat ·
Puppets deliver Mirage? a slightly mellow, often hypnotic album. With this disc, the emphasis has largely b~en taken off
of the _recent departures into
country and has been put back
on basic rock and roll. Enjoyable
touches of artists as diverse as
R.E.M., King Crimson, and
Hank Williams pop up throughout the twelve eclectic; tunes.
The band. consists of the
fascinating brother duo of guiraris t/ vocalist Curt and bassist/vocalist Chris, both Kirkwoods by nature, and third man,
drummer Detrick, Bostrom.
Throughout their career, the
trio has managed to forge a
unique sound consisting of some
· parts rock, some parts country,
some parts fun, and some parts

I

intoxicants. They live up to the pal, the illustrious Adrian Belchallenge of past .records here. ew, not to mention the hilarious
_A_s one might expect with the proclamation line 'Tm a ma:background present, the band chine, baby."
presents :a un-ique experience
Othe.r highlights .include the _
live, wherethey are just as likely urgently catchy' country tidbit
to Rlay a Led Zepplin or Hank · "A Hundred Miles," the country ·
Williams tune as they are the_ir ho-down of "Confusion Fog,"
own.
and the plunky straight ahead
rock of "Get On Down."
Lyrically the most interesting
The most intere~ting devel- .
opment on Mirage ~produced soqg is the neo-har:dcore "Liq..,
by the band and Steven Escallier, uified" which strings together
is the emergence of Puppetron:. . _a unique batch of seeming non ·
ics, or perhaps Meatotronics, sequimrs like "Jelly roll firea distant cousin ofFrippertron- cracker/Chicken_Farmer's luck."
ics. Just as, Robert Fripp end- Not your typical rock fare,
lessly weaves and mesmerizes although it is just· as logical as
with highly melodious and some of the garbage on the
repetitive guitar workouts, Curt radio. _
~-- _
can be found developing a
Although a little more melsimilar style. Both the title song l<;>w than previous efforts, Mirand "Beauty" display this strik- age does find the Meat Puppets
ing rhythm_ic patt:ern juxtaposed at an interesting impass.e in
with an odd set" of descriptively their career. What new roads
cryptic lyrics.
are there for the band to ex'T Am A Machine," a slightly plore? Is it Johnny Cash or beep
· funky epic tale of the modern Purple next? Come ,to think of
world, · al~o features guitar it, they, aren't at an impasse,
flashes remine-scent of Fripp's they' re the Meat Puppets.

There'S More to Good
Music Than ,J ust Style

.·,:::--.

separate works.on "InternationThe Style Council ,
alists" shined individually, but
The Cost of Loving
as a whole it paled bitterly.
Polydor Records
"The Cost of Loving!' is the
By Ric Dube
Council's most mature, confi· This is ·the first Style Council
When the first bars of "It dent, and listenable t;ffort yet.
Didn't Matter" ·push their way ·. The proper combination and Ip to bill drummer Steve White
to the forefront of the beatbox chemistry has -finally be~n and vocalist D.C. lee as actual
genre, the lis-tener knows in- found, and channeled pr9perly, band members. Their status is
staptly that The Style Council could probably cure cancer..;The -long deserved and wel_l recog-:still don'.t mess around. The beat previot1s problem with The nized; pat on the back here.
Quite simply this album is
is the style, and it is style that Style Co~ndl, that is, which style.
counts. A feeling of deja vu also · are they, has been conquered. 'filled wi_th eight fine songs
prevails; -The Council are once The hardcore dub mixes are which are hesitantly pro~laimed
again holding meetings on the gone, the caf~ umbrella has been their finest yet, but <1,re easily
Polydor lable, a switch back to dosed, and tea politics are now designated their most mature
their -e arly days. The music is explained rather than screamed and listenable. "Walking The
Night" has a contemporary
less than completely original to the face.
Paul Well er has · fin ally swing to ii, and "Angel'-' pro ..
too; the first two cuts are
rem'i niscent of older Style Cou·n- realized that it's the music that vides a lovely canvas for a duet
cil songs, "Long Hot Summer'_' matters, and that if one doesn't by Paul and D.C.
"The Cost of Loving" is an
spend enough time and effort
and "A Gospel."
However, The Style Council on -it, there won't be time or easy candidate for best album
have always been an extreme money to go shopping for nice of the year, and a statement long
something. That something sweaters. Mick Talbot has overdue for The Council, prochanged as frequently as their realized that the music world claimed eroquently by The Capsport jackets, and it could oc- does respect his talents, and he puccino Kid (Weller) himself.
casionally be-·hard to keep up doesn't have to show off any- "My actions took me from
with th~geurilla inf)oyative.- _ more. Playing _ well will be person to person,~gaining little
ness. The release of their 1985 enough, thank you, and so he but the thrill of the chase, while
LP "Internationalists," show- does here, demonstrating his all the time true meaning lay
cased a band stressed with prowess cleverly and favorably, waiting behind me,. suffering
confusion, str~ken between cascading his pianos, synths, and and suffocating in silence until
cocktaitjazz and beatbox rap, other keys to dominate the it could do no more to take it's
but with a flair for rhythm songs, without sounding stu- leave, and who could lay blame
for that?"
nobody dared match. As a result, pidly commercial a la.Toto.

lndulgingin Frolic
are for the most part saddened
XTC
and
nihilistic, thi~ disccontains
Skylarking
no r_eal Continuity. xrc was at
Ge//en Records
its volatile best a few years back
By Jim Sullivan
when they recorded thoughtful
The problems with Skylark- yet danceable punk/ pop like
in_g, the new XTC album, has "Snowman" and "Making ~lans
- less to do with the band than · for Nigel." Granted, all bands,
it does with their choice of a and especially ones who got
producer. Todd Rundgren is started during the late '70's
credited not only with produc- l3ritish punk moyement, must
. tion but with formi.ng the al- evolve, must experiment. But
bum'.s "continuity concept." unfortunately, with this effort
Continuity? Asiddrom the facts . .the group succeeds only, with
that a few of the tracks run into ·songs that closely resemble their ·
_each ,other aJid ·t4at the lyrics early;work.,
•
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"Dear God" is the album's
finest, with a crisp bassline,
some sweet acoustic strumming
and a .compdling lyric. "You're
always letting us humans,
down," cries Andy Partridge in
his -nasal best.
It is a statement of sorts to
say that, nearly without excep-~
tiort, the band's highlights ·occur ,
. on Partridge's compositions·,
while its least impressive stuff
is Colin Moulding's. In fact, it
XTC, page 17
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Booming and-Z ooming
and drummer Mike Joyce. Five lamir offers a playful childrens
The Smiths
tracks also feature the additional choir chiming out the vengeful
"L_ouder Than Bombs"
guitar of short lived member chorus "Hang the D.J.".
Sire Records
Craig Gannon. In typical faOther exerpts from the band's
By Arthur Lizie
shion, the cover does not feature long line of domestic and import
. "Lou/er Than Bombs",·The any members of the band, only 12" releases include the bizarre,
ethereal tones of "Golden
· Smiths' fourth Ame11ican LP "cover -star" Shelagh Delaney.
The new tracks are anything Lights," the jazzy instnamental
release, is a doubfe r ~cord set
containing an enticing combi- but a departure from norm.al "Oscillate Wildly," apparently
nation of both new material and Smithdom, exploring no new · a tribute to Mo.rrissey' s litery
older tracks from the much grou·nd, only recovering old hero Oscar Wilde, the pondermaligned British quartet. Of the ground well. Both ."Js It Really jng "Rubber Ring,'' and the
twenty-five ·rracks, seven are · So Strange," a highlight of last wonderfully dram.atic and phibrand new, nine are purged summer's Great Woods show, losophical (what isn't with The
from various 12" releases, and and "Sheila Take A Bow" dis- Smiths?) "Stretch Ou t and
the ~emaining tracks appeared play the jumpy, jan,gly side of Wait."
The remainder of the albu·m
. on the import album Hatful of -the band, similar to ' 'What
Difference Does It Make?" is filled with British singles, all
· Hollow.
As can be e,xpected,- the songs "Shoplifters of The World of which were were collected
warble and wind their way Unite" finds the barid perform·- on the band's second British LP
around and through tales of woe, ing a likeable slow-mo version release, Hatful Of Hollow.
love, and the politics of dear old bf their US hit "How Soon Is Classics from that era include
England. As usual~ Mor.rissey, Now?" while "London" rocks the self-de_p recating "Heaven
mainstay warbler and all around with all the angst contained in Knows I'm Miserable Now,"
martyr, sees growing despair the psychedelic burst of "The and the overly depressing but
in life, but at least he now jokes Queen Is Dead." The Motown highly singable "William, It
· about it, as evidenced in "Frank- influenced "You Just Haven't .Was Really Nothing." Also of
ly, Mr Shankly" from last year's Earned It · Yet, Baby" does interest in this set is "Hand In
The Queen Is Dead. He also manage to manifest a slight Glove," a stirring mainstay of
·
.
never actually reveals .himself, departure from predictable the group's live set.
·
Ultimately, uLouder Than
case in point l?eing the line "My form.
Bombs" is an album for both
only weakness is ... well never
Of the songs from recent 12" 'the hardcore Smiths fan and the
mind" from "Shoplifters of The
World Unite," wisely knowing releases, the singles "Ask" and up and co~ing curious. It con.:. ·
that the mystery aura which "Panic" are the most fun in both rains a wide variety of mater,ial
surrounds him contains the key content and form. Both hum which can either serve as a cap
along in typical Smiths fashion, off of a complete collection or
to most of the band's success.
The band still consists of with lyrics conjuring typical as an entertaining primer for
Morrissey, -1986's best singer Morrissey ironic tendencie~. the uninitiated. Although not
according to Creem's readers, The former features the hilar- exactly louder than bombs, the
flagrant guitar flourisher John- : iously sardonic line "If it's hot record should make enough
ny Marr, and the · (aceless love then it's the bomb that'll . noise to make a difference in
The Smiths' ·future in America.
vs togethtr/~
_.. w_hile .the
membexs, p assist Andy~,Ro.urk~ . briqg
......
... ·
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----------XT.C.- - - - - - - - - (cohtinue4 frorri page 16)
seems that Moultling is strongly .
influenced by Rundgren's artsy,
airy layering while Partridge
fends for himself.
Partridge has a striking way
with melody, and :'Earn Enough
F.or Us" is offered as proof. Too
bad XTC can't fill two sides with
tunes this infectious.
Instead, the album becomes
bogged down with synthesized
tweets and ch irps, as well as an
overabundance of string arrang.eme_nts. It seems that the band
has been held captive in the _,
studio and produced Jo death

by Rungren:
. .
· Around His Soul." Once again,
XTC has always leaned to- this one is by Partridge.
ward slightly twisted lyrics, but
What this boils down to is
here Moulding's efforts are trnly that XTC_ still harbors the
morbid. "Shriveled up and blue/ . potential for good music in the
And rm getting older too/ But person. of Andy Partddge. His
I don't want to die like you." obstacles, then, are his bandAlso some of his writing is just mates and their studio leaderplain bad~ "I will pounce on you _ ship.
.·
/ Just us and the Cuckoos / You,
The dictionary definition of
are helpless now." I'd.rather not "skylarking" is "to indulge in
endure this stuff again, thank frolic." Hindsight: they should ,
you.
have made this the title of an
One surprise is the success earlier album, for this one is
of the group's attempt at a jazzy·,· lac~ing in the frolic department.
sound on "The Man Who Sailed

a-~--------

--------Do'
, (continued from page 15)

place, when it comes down to Danc;e) which we are in the
people, if a Russian and an process of _recording,right now.
American are in the same room We toured that throughout this
and they are starving to death past year. The peace tour took
they' re going to-take care of each us coast to coast, to Canada, and
other. All we have ·to do, really, ailminated with a tour of India,
is to exercise om; own personal which took place in December
power, and that:s exactly what 1986." _
·
we're trying _to do with music." .
Though they are in the proIn keeping with this philo- cess of recording an album, Do'a
sophy Do'a embarked on a will be performing in Port$con·c ert tour that they dubbed moµth on Saturday, April 25 at
"Peace Tour '86."
the Unitarian Church on State
"1986 .was the United Na- Street. This will be the first time
tions International Year of. Do'a has performed in the area
Peace. It was also the year that since they premiered the "One
a major document was issued World Symphony" at the Portsfrom the Baha'i World Ce'nter. mouth Music Hall more than
The Baha'.i Peace Statement was a year ago.
given to the kings, rulers, seFrom Do'a one can expect an
nators, statespeople, and to all almost religious reverence for
the people of the world. This music, but not a sermon. One
particular peace statement in-· can expect music that; without
spired us to go out and dedicate words, communicates go9d feelall of our concerts in 1986 to ings. Do' a plays musi.c that
peace on earth.
·
people listen to, pay attention
"We also wrote a major piece , . to, and 'highly respect. Their
of work called the 'One World concert on April 25 should be
Symphony,' and that is one half a treat.
of our fifth . album ( Global
U.H-4~W.~N4~'##-.H-4,....._~N4~.,,.H-4~-...H-4N4~~~~...,.

Just_Arrived
LYCRA EXERCISE TIGHTS
Prices $29.?9-$3 6 . 90
Nylon/ 11' I-'.·\ ta tJr.,c
1
Sid e Sea'.mless Cut
for ultima t e
s tretch an (i cq rnf o i·1 1

Elastic W ai stband
Tripl e Snt c hed tor
~omlort .and supp o rt

LX:RA
Durham Shopping Plaza,- Durham, NH"Store Hours : M.on -Fri 9-5-:30
Sat 9-5
Sun Closed
Te l. 868-5584

-DINNE R-.
(continued from page 8)
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by Berke Breathed.
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: dean of hotel adfufoistration,
. , did not teach th~ food service
·cour·s~. Professor Dr. Joseph
Durocher· came t<Y UNHfastfaU ·
to teach the course and according . to . Meehan, .".has-been very
effective in ~erms of managing
-~
the class;"
· "He's ex:trerriely supportive
and believes in positive rein,
forcement," Meehafl·sai&
· "He'll ·w alk.info Yhe kitchen
in 't he middle o'f 1a:"dfrrner and
pick a spatula-and ap~ot:i' and
·help out. He gefs'rigfo into the
production," Meehan sai_d. · -~:
'·'He's very involved and is
interested in showing the Stu. den!S ~heir 'opti<?.rr,st :Meehan
said. "Because oflfis· enthusiasm
he's respected by the students."
According·: ro _Mel!lia'n ·the
continuous success dfthe di,:;_ner
reflects all the t.irpe 'a~d deterini~ation put into it. .
"Year after year, peole return
and though that is a -po~iti:ve
_thing, Meehan and the whole
department also encourage new
students and people to attend.
Though all the proceeds go to
the University _o f New Hampshirt, the gourmet dinner does
not only cater to the students,"
Meehan said. . ,
"Though word of mouth
spreads quickly on a college
~ampus and we d6 have many
students attend, we are alwyas
encouraging anyone intereted;
families and community
members," Meehan said.
,Thke tradition of gourmet
dinners ' at UNH, 'he.ld by the
._ hotd administration depart-ment wiH continue.
With all this expe~iente .and
time behind the "Greek Odyssey," Meehan hopes it to be a
great success, just· as the others
in tl?,e past have been.

-oETHE IR--IT COMes; AG NO SU{Z~l5E.
1'0 AM~IC,AN J.IUSfMNP.S, J.IOW£.VE:r<.

<cominued from ·p age 9)

~wareness and interests, Dethief' listens to anQ tapes music
that other people are entq.usiastic about. He said if he listens
to the m~si~ enough he learns
at least to <!Ppreciate the music
and usually to really like it. From
this you learn not to limit
yourself and·your interests.
"If you get no.t hing else out
of tonight," Dethier·said, "go
to your friends and ask them
- what (music) they are rea'Uy .
enthusiastic about, and tape it."
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un: trip from
BOSTON starting at

LUXEMBURG
LONDON ·
· ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
AMSTERDAM
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG

- $358'

~428
269
710 .
279
418
464
764

Also, EIIIAO. PASSES. INTL
STUDENT m, WOii/STUDY

ABIOAD, All CADS. LOI
DOMISTJC FAUS ud llorel CALL for
FIEI Sbldeat Travel Catalog!
(617) 2116-1921_
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Surrfffler Sublet Old Landing Road Apt,
" Durham. F.ur-nished.' Gall·.86_8~·6()23: ··
'

>

'

·•'

-

'

·"'

HELP WANTED
We are l00Rirtg·for· ohe r,oorrimate to share . a three -~
apartr:nenf-illl Dover f.or
~ . the sLimfT:leJ. -Parfial!_y•.(urnished; paid •heat
& hot water, & close tc:i'Kirri-Van., For more .
__ info calJ.AnJl~ at 86?,- 6356 or Debpy at 862- ·
.. ·
4435' · ' · • ·
Summer sublet i~_l;)urham! Cqr~at looati;n
and mostly furnisj;led-2 person apartment
at $170_a rnonth per person. Ask for Dan
_~it 868-6~ 3;3 _·
_ ·
.,.z:_:__:___:_"-----=.:C---'--,---,,--'--,----'--,-'. ~- ---,--.,...
_ .,...
_~-

_paver,? be;droom apart-ment, off street
" parking, ...;a\k to town· and Kari-Van line.
$500/mo., hot water included. 749-0743

Free ·interviews ; . ca'p e" Cod;s · hott-es't
· restaurant-bar complex. Interview wee• kend: Satur.day, April 25, 10~4, Sunday April
26, noen-4. Sea'·s on 'Mc!if 21 :seli)t. 7 and
more. Guido Mu,f phy's; Co,:.ner West Main.
' Street and Sea Street, .~Hyai:inis, M~. fom~
· On Down!!
·., -

qt

Camp Cm~nselors:,The joys and.c_hallen9.~s
of molding the •lives of y,e,µr-ig ,childreh in
" a positive way. :Help ·n,urtare if:child's !;3elf· esteem while experiencing perstmal self_
growth. For more-in-forma.rion·call Child
_and Family Services of-N.H., Concord, N.H.;
_224 _7479 _ Ask about ca;m·p' Spauldi'ng,
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GrowninQ, innovative.gymnastics center
Car Wast, for Charity AT TKE, Have your
FOURTH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL FIES~
. in so.uthern ,,Maine seeks experienced .·cars arkle! 11"-2-, Sat.. April -18, $1.50
.- TA APRIL' 24tn· :OO)tm: to 5 p.m. Smith
__.,
, Goaclil: f.or est~blished',U.:$-.,G.F,teal\Tl~Y_ea·r_· ._~.'_.,- ,' ·
It'
n ' ('' .
) b Mits11
.
La.wn : , , _ .-· .. ;
' .
' .. -'(. _- .
. ro1;.1nd,"·tulltime post ion, wi.th room .to groV{i'f;f;
o2
Y,
·ti\, ;:;·_: -.:~ .·
f · , :: ·: .., \ \eng1me;.a1r,;,:roo,;r~c -::;
A1~xa'r11det;H~H;p(,~~i~P~ a night o music
R·e sum·e by May· 30 to_KB_G, 41 Main S"f,t_';¾__!_~_-_,_r! .
...
or ~'est offe1("868:5 f22/ " ·'- ,:-:- ~n'd daneihg' fe.hu'rfng Still Water Path. lr;i
Kennebunk, Me 04043
s
A ·1 18 D
1982.Ford Es_cort; 4-door hatchback, 4
the Strafford Room on at. pn _- _. - oars
Summer ·camp ._counselor position-s in
speed, Michelin XA4 tires, AM/FM ster:eo
..::cop'.:_e_n_a:__t_7~:0_0--'pC....._m__,_.. _ _ _ ____,___~----'-~Man-<?;hestf:r, NRWork StY,P¥J>re_,t~.,i;r~,c;i,cassette:>.$W95, 8S&-25l? 'ev~$.. ·" ...\;;> <•·'··A -~- ~-ur,nple:;~fi.1L$kyfr•:Esp.you bobbage ani;l
Contact F::Mitchell: Pine-Island 4-H Center,
0
Must sell: Plane ticket from B9~tbn
R~y1t~ 0:Gn9~:~'.;~ti~'t :~:t Stoke Sat. 1-ov~
: 2049 BroWn.Ave.;Manchest~r. N.H. 03103.
Angeles,
Saturday,
May
2·
3
::
$1~0
-~;ioi{
-,,::,:
tb'
a
tjafnr'tlin'
:ifo'eV.: , ,. ., . !Keepitupguys;
'-', Tel. 627-$63l
iable~ Paula 868-3119' ·- ·, ., '·, '\t';:}/'."):l love ya-Jqe ~ife, __,·\~ ·your #1 fan
:
·.Need m'atufe,.war~'M rs~Mrwith ·~r-iowledge
"t ::.:·~::i
FOURTH ANNUAL I N-:f't8NA TIONAL FIES. of child, de.velopl'.T'lenf to-'qare fbr infant and
LOST & FOUND
,~ ','·\·'' • ,~· TA APRIL ,24th' 1'1:00'.'al'n. to 5 p.m. Smith
Joctdlef ln .m y, ~ee houi~ ]i'Lexch~nge_for
_._::___-~:..,..__ _ _ __
Found:
Small black and white fe~ai'e pu~p{< :. .:H-=a__._11-=La=--w__.·_n:. :.:_·,._· ·_-;'· ~ery i'ea~onabie,rent ih·separate;apa~r:nent. .
'fr1 Dover .. i!:> she yours? Pleas~ G'aii 74~- _,. 'The NH:Nptable~ $pri~g1 Concert! April 25,
-Needed Tues ., Wed., Thurs·., 7:30~4 P:111.:
beginning fall. Ci:ill 7 49-9'2 24 .
·
· · · '· _4031
. .
.
.
.
7:30 p.lT). MU Strafford_ Rm. They're fresh

?tg.,,n,:_i~r~~ ;:,
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from their so~them tQ~f!Don't miss them!

Attention surn_m ~r jobs-Ma.yto Septetnber,
·· anhe UNH Dairy Bar: Flexible h'<'.>urs, ideal

SER.VICES
Graham c'hapmar:: (.o,f;Monty Python) will
serving children sir.ice 1921 . .:
Head1nefl for Europe this ·summer.? Ke~p
-, .::.b..::.e_h__._e_re_--A___,!_pr_il_3~0_th.,,,-·_- - - ' : - ' - - - - - ~ - tor students taking surbmer courses. Some
- Summer Job-Personal. care attendant
.
, . ~ weekends req1:1fred:· RleasaAt working
your money m your pockE;:_t ~nd your,, th urnb
✓Don·i forget tiRAHAM ·cHAPMAN (from
needed for disabled per:-sor-i. Pay Is
. $5.00/hr. -24½hours.per~e~k._Qali'Greg ,, atmo$phere, we ,wiU tr~'ih you. Call or apply · In the air-Air H1tchlt. From_B~~ton_or ,N.YkQ-.., · Mbnty Python) is ~oming to UNH to speak
to Dana G., Mgr.; Tel. 862-100~. ~~er, 1:30 _!o!.J~,~t?! .I~~~ (as reported I~ .~~n_sume~ _, . April
th.,
·
Bedr()o~:-~spa_~-ious-_Durhar'n ,house 'tor · at 868-1986 evenings.
30
p.m. Waitpeople, cooks -a:ncr generar-- Reports, NY Times, Newsday, rlarvards . :...2:.:....:_:....:__::_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- summer. _Large kit_G-h~n .• l~vjng room, pig •- Work-study positions: Researching Coastal
workers needed. Apply now, don't wait.
Let's" Travel Guide Seri.es, Good Hou~eBetter than Rambo ... th e NH Nptables ·
lawn. ·Gr~at' peo'p' fe. ·c • p pf ice. NegotSpring Concert. You'll have fun fun fun!
keeping and on national network morning
.
,
N
e
w
H
am
p
h
s
i
r
•e
_
s
a-I
t
marsh
Work
Study
Jo.bs
Available,
assist
in
868 2173 ·
shows) For details, call 212-864-2000 or
Don't wai_
t! Buy tickets at th_e MUB Ticket
iable. Calf Jim.- . ·
biology /hydrology. Part time academic
research projects_concerning ~reenland
write 2901 Broadway, Suite 1 OOH, N.Y.,
Office
For Rent: 1 bedro.om in a 2. bedroom -_year. FulJ time summer. Call Chris 862and Antarctic snow and ice. Good pay. No
. apartment in Durham. $325/mo for 1 . 3956
exp,erience necessary. Contact: Dr. M.J .
N.Y.,.10025
F9URT\+AN~UAL tNTERNATIONAL FIE_s:.
Summer Oppo,rtunity~Fini/re'sidential -camp . · -spen¢er, Room 343, Science and. Engiperson or $21 Olmo each for ·2 people, Rent
Need that paper typed? Effib-ient on·TA APRIL_24th .11.:00 a.m. to 5 pro. Smith
in·cludes heat, ·Ja'rge liv.ing room, l ,ul[ sized _ -' for. girls in Vermont seekinQ wornen co'-!n- . neering Research .Building, 862-3157
campus service $1.§0/page. Also re~ume · Hall Lawn.
•
-•
kitcher.i ahd batb and porch, {Lots-'9f Sl:ln,-- selors/instrwctors, Mid-June through Mid- ,
consult-ation arid electronic typesetting.
The opportunity of a lifetime awaits _you!
ir;r•qaiet lecation. Neati studi@us;Jema,le., ·
.
-·"d'
-· ·
· August. Gymnastics, tef)n_Is, saI 1mg, n mg, _ · ...-ira_ _ .. --.· ._ . . . ,
. .
_.
.,,,,,,.
Call day or evening: 868-31.55 or leaye
Be a stre·e t pedormer at t~e Fiesta, ca:I.I .
9854
a mess·age at: 862-4034. .
, . •
..
Heidi at 862-4528. •
.
I
; ask . • :N-~o.:n,f-escm
;aotk,se~r:s:,I~g~o~o~d~~c·, ;(a~;rpam
_.ic~atge,Ir~:a;nr:d:l~oivr;e:
.- TKE Pledg~ Class Charity Car
for
Hey Jen S. HG-W's life? j)sn.'t irtunny (HA
• Summer·room availab_le. Nice-furnished,'
,.,
...,..
;
...,.
Sairit Judes Cliurch Foundation·. Sat. April
HA) that we r,neet again while getting -our·
of children . Call Lochearn C,amp, 802-333utllitjes included, easy rent. Available June
18, on- the side of TKE, Strafford Ave. 11 ~
2aps and -gowns?? Hm(n, what would be
1-Aug. 31 or July 1-Aug. 31. CaU 868-3902
4211
... .
1976 ChevycMalibu Classic ·,Wa!;jOn, good
2
; ": ,-.
:f~r.i,to· do .. o~ April-241h??We could tal-k
11
9
·,,, Earn $480 vie:ekly~$6.0 p~r hundred d~" · ,con•dition, air cond., on top carrier, trailer
e enings aft'er :oo p.m. · ··
about' what' to
'in eurl press -release for·
Contraceptive Servi~~s:Confitlential, high
-Qurha~-furnished single r-_o oms 'wiJh bath . culars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at horn~
hitch, $750 ci\; b.o. 742-6126 .
t·he Presto?!.! Just-'thirik -less than 37 days
c;iuality care by trained and sensitive staff.,
for fE1~ale students only. Available for 1987- , and participate in our comi;iany project
'til gradl!lation!!! Get Psyched! Mary
sliding fee· for exams, supplies a~d l:>irth
-8-8 academic y..ear. ,PrivJ:1te entrance. Ten . -. mailing·circalats and'assembling materials: ·_ Electric Gu,ita.r for sale: Les Paul copy
control pills . CaM-for -appointmer,t, The .~· ·wanted: Voluntee·r s· to ,help Sale-Rides.
:model,
good
condition
.
.
Black
-with
2
pick
rnin~te walk frolil T~Ha[l. $95,0 per semester
Send stam-ped self addressed envelope
. Clinic, Dover 759-2346, Rochester 3~2~
We are looking for driv~rs, ass.i stants and
. including. l;lillitj~~- Calt-E!,f?8-221'7 after 4
·to JBK Mail Company: PO Box 25', Castaic, - up sys·tem. Must sell -$ 95. Call Pal.ii R: at
4249
'
· 'dispatchers. It would. ir:,c)ude two week~nd
1368-.9830 or 862-1323.
· p.fn. ·
· · ·
·
·
· Califor'nia, 91311 O
.S1,rrnmer syb.lei availabie oo Main Street, -

· 2 Bedromr,r, kitchen living area, lease, June~ 'Au'gust:·_R_ ent ~eg'•oti,able. Call'Karen 868,
·-35 19 . . ~--- ·-,
......,,, ___
.

·ti

•f:,~[:::•:: :.:::-:~~~~1~~:

I

---8:'-,:,

Wash,

~ut

Carpentry, painting, home improvem,eot: _ nights from . 1'0 p:·m~2 a.m. a semester:
To'p quality wprk a-t a low pric.e. F,r:ee
Contact Health Services Health Education
e'stimates. Cal Charlie 433-2214 evenings. _ · Center 862~3823 if inter~sted.

Need strong, handy mechanical male for - '79 Datsun 51_0 wag~n. am/fm, hitch, very
good condition inside and out, '$1,195 or
best offer. 868-7177
starting anytime. Call 436-8500 days-Kristi

Subletters? Are y_ou pla'n~ing to spend a
fun-fifled summer in Durham? We have
the place 'tor you! Spacious sintfles, and

yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part time,

a double available, in a room house at Davis
Courts. Call Stephanie at 868-1433 for

. Part time work ... Full Nnie income, outside
sales positions; flexible hours, good for

Professors./Students: Too busy for .typfr,ig?
ca·II 322-WORD tor your word proc_
e ssin~
needs. Accurate, fast service at fair prices.

For sale: slightly used 35 meal (30 left)
plan . $100 or best offer. Call Karen 868- ·
2112 eves.

the

Have your $1 .50 go to
St. Judes Natienal
Churdi Foundato'n, to the TKE Pledge
Cl.ass Car Wash. 11-2, April 18-Sat., at TKE,
Stafford Ave.

more info.
'
·; homemakers. Great income,. Car necesGuitar Instruction study with a G.I.T. Grad.
··· Be~lJtifuVriew1t F~nri6~1t~cfh6~~~!in r:id;~r'. : Scfry. If interested call 617 -888-6779
1981 Plymouth Horizon-4 door hatchbaekJOIN MUSO.
Technique, improvisational concepts,
Large kitchen, dining room, livi•ng room,
Great summer jobs at popular boys summer _ standard, very ~good condition, $1,100 or.
harmony
&
theory,
ear
training.
All
levels.
·
four bMrooms $185/month/person plus
The NH No.table's 6th annuaJ Spring
best offer. 86.8-1535 evenings
camp on Lake Winriipesaukee. Writ~: Camp
Call t;JOW .659-7 442
utiliti_es. Available June 1. Hard wood f,loon~:
Concert April -25 ·t 30 Ml:JB Strafford Rm .
DeWitt, Box 2106, Welfeboro,N .H. 08894 1977 Mercury Marquis, air cond., new tires,
. bay windows, oh Kari-Van route. Call Sarah
2 guest 'gtotJp't from·H-~rvard anq Bates.
(569-2681)
very reliable, $ 1 5 0 _ _ .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- ,,,,.,., -.,.,.,,,,,,,,,,.__,,,,:,,,.,.,.-.,.,.,.
at 524-9698 evenings.
To Lauren (somewhere in Stoke) I appreLive and wor)< at the Dairy Barn this
Dover 4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen
ciated the umbrella and your company last
summer, 20-40 hrs/w.k at 4.15/hr, room
.-,~ and
c'~ntr~l'ly Joc-~ted' near KaFi-Van
Sunday night. I hope t~ _see you agairi
available for 4 hr. work week, start 5/15route, $740 a mont h includes· a-II utilities.
· sumthyme_! (perhaps _;fin evening out!)
5/29, will train re liable people, Gall Paul
4357 after 6 p.m.
.
L.-Of youir poems I hav.e t.i,red, and my
Lease requi.red . Call 742-'79.80 between
R.S.V.P. the R~gR~t ini t-he 'ruff and tuft'
·at 862-1 fJ27 or 868-23'4,7 (eves). for an
1981 Honda Passpori'Motorscooter, two
i,rateJests have all expired. Your mind7-9 p.m. jacket
interview.
seater with r.ear basket, excellent condition,
. games
no longer f.unny, s·o give- it up
S'ublet for su~mer·! In Durha m-space for
JOlf>J MU_
SO.
Educational TalenlSea:rcf,l/ an on-campus
r~cent tune, up., 0reat for surnmer! $550
and s~ve yoyr money.-S in red. ·
·
4 : Parki-ng, washer and dryer. ~500 per ·
Time in Willi'a mson 9th ,I. doupt you'll read
program
helping
disadvantaged
students
·
or
best
·Includes
chain,
lock,
and
if
you'.v.e
got.
something
worth
showing
off
' pers~mr. Utilities included. Call 8~>8-6035 ·
with college plans, has two summer workhelmet. Call Step~anie 868-1707 or 86 8 - - we can give yot1 exposure at the Fiesta -this, but what the h~yr Thanks for a great
Faculty or Grad! Lee summer rental, 2
weekend. I had f.u,n! We ought to get
study positions open. Job involved office
1105 •
on April 24. Call Heidi at 862-4528.
be<iJroom/2 person. Furnished, clean, nice.
together more often! Good l·uck with hell
reponsibilities ir-icluding contacting cola
Electric Guitar, f~r ·sale :' Les :Paul copy
IT'S COMING APRIL 24th!!! The FOURTH
Non-smokers. $450/mo including utilities.
week. Loi.le Jakester.
·
leges and students.Mciy 25, 1987-June:· , model, good condition. Bla~k with 2 pick
ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA on
659-5932
To ary.one;,1nt~rested_il) blowing beer from
26, 1987, 40/hrs per week. $5.00/hr. · up s:ystem. Mb1st ,$ell $,95 .. Call; Paul R. at
Silifh f-;laii' l ·awn trqm 11 a.m. to:5 p.m ..
their nose .- i am t_h·e queen of this island
L:ook-ing t6r a summer subl.et, well -we -got
, 868=-9830 or 862, 1323:
. JBC-Here j go, y~n,mother weekend away.
Contact C. Julian at -~ 62-1562 _
tradition. I perforr;n _e.specially well in front .
the hottest place in.Durham! Room tor four
Summer Camp Counselor for ages 6-1 ::!
For Sale 1§80 Kawaski LTD 440, red, lOk
But it is, the last'orie (for a w~ile). Hav,e a
of au Nava-I rner.i : .Contqct,.me at 424-0424 people. rent negotiable. Call Debbie,:Carrie,
wanted at Great Bay Racquet, Center. Call
miles, g.o.od fJ,rst bike, $500 9r .best offer.
great weekend. Happy Easter. Get psyched
or Ja'yrie at 868-6069.
JOIN
MU$0.
for another of our traditional Suridays·'upon
659-3151.
Call Mi~e 8'68 -6684
"Minolta"
Dave ... (if in fact that's your name)
I
I
TEAC V-33 s-tereo cassette deck for salemy ret,u rn' I 'II miss you lots I adore yqu
While I was at your huge mansion I leftsome
dolby noise reduction, metal capacity, 4Love, ABC. P.S. It's been a GREAT 51.
breadsticks there along with a few othe_r
track system for great sound. Ca ll John
FOURTH ANNUAL INTERNATIONALFIESarticles of clothing. Please send them to
@1987 Universal Press Syndicate_
~
at 868-3610
TA APRIL 24th 11 :00 a.m. to 5 p.m. Smith
me at Babson College Sign~d K-2Beer1975 Chevy Camara. Gloss black with
Hall Lawn.
chrome rims. 350 V-8 runs excellent. Body
Any Ju-ni-ors or Sen.iors interested in an
The New Hampshire Notables Spring
. in good condition. New tires, front_brakes,
MB~ sh,ot,1ld talk with admission repr~senConcert! April 25, 7:30 p.m., MUB, Strafford
exhaust and water pump. Must sell quickly-.
tative from Babson College in Hanover
Rm., 2 guest groups' Laughs, t.~n, music'!
' · Asking $2800. Call Fred after 6 p.m. at·808~
·Roo'm in MUB 10-12, April 21. Sign µp in.
3404
Place[T1ent 0ffice April 13-15.
- ·-=-Jo-=-·__
IN_Mc..:U_S_O_._ _ _ _~....,....,.--~-

.;: :~~:~r~:~~!;:,~:r~: :,:~~.·, r,, ~

d~n.'

are

offer:

By GARY LARSON

1983 Honda Nighthawk, 650 oc excel lent
condition, on ly ridden 3 seasons, ._ se.l.li ng
bik_e to upgrade size. ·$180o.·cai ~7 49-4825.
Ask for Bruce

IT'S COM ING APR IL 24th!I I The FOURTH · Saturday Night in the MU B - A
ANNUAL INTERN A1I0~AL FIESTA on , 'dance/concert feaiuring Stiil .,Water Path.
S_
tOdents $3.00-Non-Students $4.00. Spon5mith Hall Lawn from 111 am. ,to ~ pm
·
s<:>rM by Alexander Hall.
G;od job Cathy Breen I Our hats are off ,. IT'S COMING APRIL 24th!!' The FOURTH

Te nt for sale-2 pe(son Sierra Design; light .
weight-only 4 lbs.; Aluminum p<:>.le s; $45
Call Po~g/Claudie at 868-1064 eyeriings _

ANNUAL INTERNATIONALFIE$TA o ri
to youlll
Sting fans:.. 1 come see " Bri_
n,g on the Night''
Sm ith Hall La~n from -11 a.m. to 5 p.r'n.
.
tonig'rit in the PUB at 8 & 10 p.m. $2 student
Scuba equipment for sale-N.E. divers steel · ·admission.
Babson College represent.alive will' be in
tank, Dacor regulator, b.c., weight belt, ¼
Hanover Room in the MUB to discuss MBA
wet suit, gloves,. boots and h9od. $100 Cal l · . To the.Gals at PTNS-GET PSY<,:;HED FOR
opportu.nities Tuesday, April 21 10 a.m.
Doug or Claudie _at 1368-1964
. GRADUATION, THE Fl NAL FRONTIER I
to 12 noon. Sign up in Piacement Offic_e
·Congrats, Beth on your acceptance I We __
A~p__._'lri_1_3_-_1_
5._ _ _ _~ - - - ~ - Racing .B ike, Cannonda le, SR400, Blue,
have to-have a big shindig oefore the end
,
53 cm or 21 ", 6 months old, excellent
·
·
Don't
star,id
on the sid ewalk ... perform! (at
of the year, what do ya think?_? Take it eas~;
1
condition, computer, pump, $400 8,68°7162
o.oly 37 days leftlll Love, Mwy . . ·
the F-iestq April 24) Call Heidi. at 862-4528.
Magic Bus 77 VW, inteJior remog_e'l~ci g~od
coridition, fuel inj ected, let, the ~.us··'.take
yo_wi- soul. 8p8_-6265, $900cor be:,t offe~.:- ~19.80 Red Ford M·usta~·g, in good s~ap~Asking $2000'or be"'s toffer. Call 659-7369

, .fin

Kaypro 11 Personal Computer with software.
$375. Epso RX-80 F /T Printer $275. Smith ·
Corona electric typewriter $50. Call 8687 •
1224.
., ; .

.

.
·
.
Be an)nternational star-and earn $·$-street

- !:;~-o~_m at the Fiest~. Call Hffidi at 862~-

·
. Sting fa ns ... come see "Bfing OJl t~e,Night"
tonight in the PUB at 8 & 10 p:m. $2 student
admission.
COOL-AID will be closed Saturday evening,)\prU 18. We wil_lres,u me C?Ur ~eryices_
Sunday, April 19 at the usual hours (6-12 _
p.m .)

· .-Vo~~liz-v'.o uLHey Oyebec cois; crazy
Venezuelan . EAT the - wo-rrn.. Bisoune
Careful BB gi~I. b~er guy. Toq ~uch sport

is dang&rn,us. Hey.Rdnffo(~theti/ y.9ur name
is np'w, i~: 'prin_t,.

!;,

. \

,? .

•:

Robot Discussio n' Group. April 23 . MUB
cafe, 7 p.m. Interface Science and Humanities focus. All majors welcome.
SIGMA· NU: THE RALLY WAS BALLZY! I
OOPS, 1987

......

· cLAS.SIFIED
-- Top do llar paid for your textbooks!! Sel l
your books at the UNH Bookstore after your
exams and enter our drawing for a membership ·at the Franklin fitness Center.
Buyback week-May 18-May 22
Wanted: Toy trains and accessories, any size any condition, any amount. Call Joe
at 664-5184

a

Safe-Rides is
free and c;onfidenti ~I
service for UNH students that are intoxicated and should not be driving, Thur.sdays
through Saturdays, 10 p.m.-2 _a.m. Call 862. 1414
Hear Debbie A. sing ."Operator" at her last
UNH Notables Concert April 25 7:30 p.m.
at the MUB. Don't miss the concert of the
year.!
Delta Chi presents Spring Clean-Up. April
25 and 26 , For $5/ hr, we'll do any yard ,
· house, or miscellaneous work. For further
information and/or reservations call 868. 6144
Legend says: He found Big Big stuff, Wui
Wui
.

Happy belated
20th, Paull ll

i lately-Neither have
Have you seen Wui Wu_
we
Student organization needed for marketing
project. Make up to $600 per week. Call
"".--n
1-800-592-2121. Ask for Cindy:.~

Love, Beth

M

.DB from KE: you were right _about taking
a chance. Perfect timing too. Surprised
_ you huh? Anyway, thanks for the weekend!
Love ya, KD
P.M. I hopEi you. know that whatever
happens I'll always be yuur friend. What
we· had was ·awesome-oothing can take
that away from that. I'll really miss you this
weekend! Love always, S.M.
Watch the Big Race on the Big Screen at
Benjamin's Monday, April 20 at noon.
U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2Tickets for Worcesterccall 4139 or write
Stillings 957 -leave name and number.

Have you or a friend ever drove or been
party or bar. and oeen too_
driven to
intoxicated to drive home. If yes, next time
Call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414. We operate
Thursdays through Saturdays between 1o
p.m.-2 a.m.

a

Come see Sfill Water Path in concert in
the Strafford Room, this Sat. Doors open
at 7:00 p.m. Admission $3.00 with I.D, Non·
students $4.00
We dare you to be a street performer at
the Fiesta on April 24. Call Heidi at 8624528.
Ge( Pysched for SPRING JUBILEE. ihe
biggest blowout of the year! _April 23-26.

ATTENTION BALLSY PEOPLE: You can
show off your ... uh, talent at the Fiesta on
April 24. Call Heidi at 862-4528.
To Mike D. of SAE South: Congratulations
on your engag'e ment to yoU[ girl Dawri.
Good luck in the future!Hope it's a boy!! .
All your friends go home this weekend?
Come on-over to the Niche Coffeehouse
and be entertained. Saturday night, 8-12
midnight.
Sounds ot Sophistication and style by the
New 1-:lampshire Notables! Spring concert
April 25. Buy tickets at the MUB Hcket
Office!
·
If you are forced to have sex, are sexually
assaulted, or rap.ed _and would like to ralk
to a woman who has been trained to help
in these situation, call 862-.1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR.
UNH Bookstore S.idewalk Sale -April 27
. through May 1 Spring Cleaning-General
Reading Books -=Computer Books 2§¢ per
pound. Winter Clothing Clearance Spring
Plants
Still Water Path in concert in the Strafford
Room of the MUB, Come dance the night
away this Sat. night. .Presented by Alexander Hall.
Carpentry, painting, t:iome improvement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 ever:iings.
,Adoption: We're a loving happily married
couple, academic physician and psychologist. Eager to adopt white newborn .
confidential, call collect _212-724-7942
· .Nothing to do this weekend? Come over
to the Niche.Coffeehouse and relax to some
good tunes. Tomorrow night 8-12 midnight.
"Antiques by Wiswall House." We buy &
sell. Wed . thru . ·sat. 1 0-6, Wiswall Rd.,
Durham (off Packers Falls Rd.) _659-5106
JOIN MUSO.

Universi

Don't forget G1RAHAM CHAPMAN (from
o speak
Monty Python) is coming to UNH t_
April 30th.

For a good time call Heidi at 862-4528.
(To be a street performer at the Fiesta on
April 24).

Do you know AN'Dv° OLMSTEAD, ROB
NELSOr-:,J, JOE GORMLEY, TIM.SANFORD?
Great come see them tomorrow night at
the Niche.

Stuck on campus over Easter? Come to
the Strafford Room on Sat. Night and dance
Do you dance, juggle, eat flames, sing,
to the sounds of Still WatE!r Path. Students · l:jelch in technicolor, do magic or hide some.
$3.00 with ID. Non-Students $4.00
qther (bizarre) latent talent? Call Heidi at
~62-4528.
Neve.r heard MIKE CAHILL play? Well
here's-your chaoce. This Saturday, the
Attention summer jobs-May to September,
Niche Coffeehouse, 8~12 midnight.
at ·the UNH Dairy Bar. Flexible hours, ideal
fpr students taking summer courses. Some
Support Groups for Women Who Have
vyeekends required.- Pleasant working
Been Abused (assault-, sexual assault, date
atmosphere, we will train you.-Call or apply
rape, incest, battering, attempted r?pe,
tp Dana G., Mgr., Tel._862-1006, after 1:30
stranger rape,) Tuesdays all semester,
J:?.m. Waitpeople, cooks and general
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseli~~I a11d Testing,
Schofield !:-louse, for more information call . workers needed. Apply now, don't wait.
3698 and ask for Dani.
li!arvard Din·& Tonics & the Bates DeansDon't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (from . men join the NH Notables April 25 at 7:30
Monty Python) is coming to UNH to speak
p.m. in the Strafford Rm. of the MUS. Spring
April 30th.
....C~o_nc_e_rt___·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Watch the Boston Marathon on the big
screen at Benjamin's on Monday, April 20
at noon.
Financial Aid: sources located for fresh. men/sophomores by computer. Reasonable rates. Money ba_ck guarantee. Academic Fundsearch, PO Box K, Plymo·uth,
N.H. 03264
Robot Discussion Group. April 23. MUB
cafe, 7 p.m. Interface Science-and Humanities focus. All majors welcome.
Don't want to driv.e home with an intoxicated
driver?· Call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414
Thursdays through Saturday, 10 p.m.-2
_a.m.

Bummed because you missed JOHN
MAGNUSON'S last coffeehouse? Well
here's your chance tomorrow night at the
Niche. 8-12 midnight.
Hey Kid Longface-An· in-house
relationship-what did we do right? "Three
Hands" and Tales of the Unexpecteq make
it worth it. Hopefully, the moon isn't dimmed
by the occasional passing clouds. We are
alike in that we are different. LBW, let's
not doubt the tomorrows: I WOL!ldn't want
a certain Friday night going to waste. Love,
Smiley mot

Interested in an MBA? Find out about one
of the best. A representative from Babson
College will be in the MUB on Tuesday,
Robert H.- Don't worry about entertai_ning . April 21, 10 a.m. to noon. Sign up in the '
me this weekend. No matter what you do
Placement Office.
- it entertains me. Can I have your bed?
Fooe:l, games; en tertainment and more,
Here's to a great weekend. Happy Easter.
m9re, more at the FOURTH ANNUAL
Love-mgs.
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA! Friday, April
24th.·
'

Comics
'

n, BcJ

•o 6 lz~
J3rushing up on your S-hakespea~e

Frienqs don't let fri~nds drink and drive::
SAFE-RIDES, Thursdays through Saturday,
10 p.m.-2 a.m., CALL 862-1414

'
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LADY 'CATS

BASEBALL

(continued from page 24)

(continued from page ~'4)

intermission.
Anderson. "But we are still
Geromini started the second
waiting to get our . offense
half with a quick score assisted
clicking.''
by Abbott. But once again UNH
Pauline Collins led the offenlet down, allowing Yale to score
sive attack with five goals while
three s~raight times to tie the
Geromini added three goals and
score at 8-8. This is where
three assists. Lynne Abbott also
contributed with three points; · Geromini took control,
The Wildcats will surely have
two goals and an assist.
to play better when they match
The Wildcat scoring magic
up against tJMass ( the number
seemed to return in this contest
as. t,pey scored ten goals in · · one team in New England) on
Saturday at ·1:00 at home. Ge-,
nineteen shots (52%). "Our
romini thinks the opportunity
shooting percentage was definto pq1ctice outside for a couple
tely ~ plus, but we are still too
of day.swill help them prepare.
anxious in the offensive end,"
"We can shoot better, the
said Gero mini. "We ai;e so eager
defense is doing their job, but
to get ·in the offensive end we
we (offense) are not doing our
are .not stopping to set up. We
job to the extent we are capable
can put the ball in the net more
of," she said. "We have not been
often but we are rushing our
able to use the plays we deveoffense."
loped in Florida, because we
The Eli scored first but Abhave not been outside."
bott and Collins answered quickAnderson concurs .with ·this
. ly with a goal each. After a
couple of Yale goals, Collins opinion. "Our timing on our cuts
began to dominate the action needs more work, a·nd · our
by scoring four out of the next cohesiveness o,n offense is lackfive goals. Both teams traded ing, Practice outside the next
goals to make the score 7-5 at , two days should help."
- ,.,.
1

'MISSED THE GAME?
find out who won in

~~

Ne,,v Hampshire

of his young pitching staff. They because they sat back and took
have had some outstanding more of my pitches."
Another problem that the
outings but have also had some
won the battle of the greeks by tough ones. Conner attributes 'Cats have run into is the lack
of output fro~ the designated
doubling in two ·runs. ·Sean this to inexperience.
Ashley grounded out, scoring
"I think it's really a mental hitter. Several good hitters,
another run. Unfortunate ly, thing," said the coach. "They including Benjie Johns and ·
Yavis was yanked after walking have. to learn to get prepared Zegras, have been knocking the
Pete Cornellier and the Wildcat before the game. ff something . cover off the ball...when they
offense got a breather.
goes wrong early on in the game are in .the field. They have been
Trouble continued for Mac- , sometimes it knocks them off unable to produce when in the
Donald . in the second. Gary the track. Other tim.es things DH spot.
"Every school seems to have
DiSarcina doubled in two runs go well and they're OK," he
and Flint -k nocked .in another continued. "They have to learn a problem with the DH," said
to give UMass a 5-4 lead which how to handle different situa- Conner. "It's a tough situation
they extended to 6-4 in the third. tions. D pperclassme n have the to deal with," said Conner. "The
UNH got one back in the same problem, but the freshman problem comes when you take
a guy who's been playing in the
third. After Zegras was hit by seem to have it more:"
a pitch, Ashley and Cornellier
The freshman MacDonald field and make him the DH. The
loaded the bases with back-to- was coming off an outstanding whole game he is forced to sit
back singles. But the 'Cats could 2-hit effort against Rhode Island in the dugout and think about
only manage one run on a Tom when he ran into the _free- his next at-bat. He's not out in
·
Ferrin groundout.
swinging Minutemen. "It just the field where his mind is on
The rest of the contest went seemed like I was putting the making the right play. It's easy
scoreless. Michael Owens and · ball where they liked to hit it, to get psyched out."
UNH ventures up to BurlingDon Strange combined for four "MacDonald said. "I was throwhi.tless innings and Rick Staba ing what I thought was my best ton, Vermont to play the Cafinished up for UNH, but the stuff, but they still hit it. It ' tamounts in three games over
damage had been done.
makes you wonder what you can the weekend and try and im-,
prove their 9-13 record. AccordPei,-haps more disturbing than d0. "
the losses is a reoccurrence of
He agreed with his coach's ing to Conner, UVM. "is in the
problems that are haunting the opinion that inexperienc e ef- same boat as the '·Cats." .
"They're like us," he said .. ·
Wildcats. They have been slump- fects freshman. "They (UMass)
ing of late, going 2-9 in their were kind of intimidating with "They' re struggling at the molast eleven games. Some areas their size, so you really don't ment. They haven't been able
are bothering Coach Ted know what to expect, :· MacDo- to play a lot of baseball due to
·
the weather. We'll see what
Conner.
The first is the inconsistency nald said. "At URI, it was easier . happens."
Levin, Darren Marcou, and
Steve Larkin. Gregg Zegras then

1
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Barry Fraser
Kevin Growney
Mike McCaffrey
John Zwack
Seth Worcester

OVERALL RECORD: 2-7 .
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PTS
33
15
15
14
9

A
14
3
5
4
4

G
19
12
10
10
5

W-L
1-6
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G
8
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Dave Applefeld
Craig Benes
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GOALTENDING

TOP SCORERS

Men's Lacrosse
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OVERALL RECORD: 6-2

Karen Geromini
Pauline Collins
Lynne Abbott
Maura Na ugh ton

G
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13
11
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6
8
2
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Anne Sherer .
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TOP PITCHERS

TOP HLTTERS (20 at-bats)

Baseball
OVERALL RECORD: 9-13
NEW-ENGL AND DIV. I : 2-9
ECAC NEW ENGLAND : 2-1

H
25
25
: 16
16
20

AB
62 ·
66
47
51
69

G
Mike Levin
Mike Lassonde
Benjie Johns
SeanAshley
Darren Marcou
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~~-,20,,,.

22
20
21
22

G
6
7
8
8

AVG.
.403
.379
.346
.314 ,
.290

Joe Teixeira
Tom Charbono
Jim Stevens
RickStaba ·
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V Qlleyballers 'get . spiked ill tiebreaker
. By Rick Kampersal
Imagine yourself in this situation. You studied your rear
end off all week for that impor· · tant test and your hard work
pays dividends; you receive an
'A'. However, the -n ext day in
class, the professor regretfully
announces that he mixed up the
sc~le. You actually got a Bmmus.
This is how the members and
coaching staff of the VNH
Men's Volleyball Club must
have felt lasi: wee_k end after they
were eliminated from the
playoffs in a tiebreaker.
The tourney1was divided into
two pqols of four teams each.
UNH's pool consisted of teams
from Tufts, Northeastern, and
' ·
M.I.T.
·Tufts, UNH, and Northeastem all finished in a tie for first
in the pool, prompting the
utilization of the-tiebreaker. The
determining factor was "least
points against," putting the
Tufts team in first.
UNH and Northeastern then
engaged in a fierce battle and
rhe Huskies eventually proved
bettei.
"That's· the way.it's usually
done," said senior Malcolm
Brand. "I d-idn'. t fee.I as though
we were gypped. It was fair in
that we got to play Northeastern
·
again."
. In fact, UNH proba~ly had
visions of dancing Huskies in
their dreams that night, They
played them three times in all,
· winning one and losing two.
"We dropped the first Nor' theastern ga~e, but we did play

really ·w ell," ·said ·coa,ch B#b
Baker. "The second game was
an evenly-matched contest and
·
' · we ·pulled it out."
The weak link in the pool,
- according to Baker, was the team .
from M.I.T. 'They are a weak
team," said the coach. "They
. , were hoping to win really big
· .and keep a high intensity level
throughout. But they turned out
to be a disappointment."
The playoff match agai{?-st
Northeastern started out in fastpaceq fashion as both teams
used the strategy of tiring each
other out. "We started out with
a· bang," said Baker. "But· there
was a point where they took a
time-out...aiod it•s4eemed to be a
turning point in .the game. They
took the momentum." ·
"We started out great," said
senior Jon Patterson. "But we
let our motivation slip and we
gQt sluggish."
As for the future, the UNH
Men's Volleyball Club can onlytake a :step forward. They've
·· gotten increased· recognition
this year, but the feeling is that
they will never .achieve varsit'y- level status.
· "I don't think it · will ever
happen," said Brand. "The way
the administration and the east
coast regard volleyball won't
let it happen."
Patterson and teammate
Dave DesMaisons did have a
consolation pr.ize, however.
Both were named to the tourney' s all-star team and will
compete in a game on April 26th
at Boston College. ForDesMaibe his second such
sons, it
trip. ·

will

1

The UNH Men's Volleyball Club. came in second last weekend in playoff competition. (Kathy
,LeDuc photo)

Richter: Always looking for ·
more; sets sights ·on NCAA's
hand is real critical."
By Paul Sweeney
"I · th.i nk it's a ·technique
As the mouths of witnesses
drop in amazement, Sandy-Rich- sport," Richter said about her
ter •steps away from the line · frade. "It's not just 'your arms.
after throwing the javelin at a You have to use your .legs and
.
set up the throw."
UNH women's track meet.
Richter's accomplishments
Sure, she's just sent lt: soaring
150 reet, close tp 30 feet further this season are glamourized
than anyone else in the meet, when considering that she isn't
but to her it was just a throw · at the top of her potential. She
has a very sore arm and, accord.
she wants to improve on.
"People will watch her throw ing to Krueger, has yet to master
and tell her how awesome she that perfect technique.
. "Because he_r arm is very sore,
is," said teammate K'a ren Wenmark. "But she just shrugs it she maybe has trouble executing
off bec.ause she always wants rhe proper technique," Krueger
said. "She'll. get confused beto do more."
In just two meets with the .cause when a throw feels good,
team this spring, Richter, a · rhe technique can rend to slack
junior, has done quite a bit. With off." . ·
_, ~'Using her-sore arm, s-he can .
a 145' 6~~ toss .. cl;t, -the URI
Invitational, she q--galified for throw it 150 feet," Krueger said.
next weekend's Penn Relays, . "When she does learn better
the May l&~ New England technique, and her arm gets
Championships, and . the May sttQnger; the javelin will really
_
soar for her." ·
15-17 ECAC Championships. .
The sight Richter has her eyes
She has taken first place in
· both meets and her 151' 8" focused on is the NCAA standchuck at the Smith Invitational ard of 166 feet. "Thar's my main
stands ~nly six meters short of goal," she said. "I don't know
the qualifying standard for the how much of a chance I have at
it this year because of my arm,
NCAA's. .
"She's earned the respect of but I want to make the nationals,
re_am~at_es and competitors · if nor this year then next year."
alike, sa1~ UNH coach ~ancy . Krueger doesn't think the
Krue&er. · Nobody else (m the , national mark is completely out
area) IS really even close to-her. o-f Richter's reach. "If she
She knows what it rakes to do . rhrn_ws on a nice day, she could
do it," Krueger said. "Even if .
· ._
_
well."
The secret to the success of she doesn't hit the national ·
·a javelin thrower is a strong arm ma:rk and reaches 160 feet that
and the executio_n of good tech- · would be marvelous. It ~ould
nique. "You've got_to have that _ make her happy and I'd be
·
natural throwing ability, a good thrilled." '
arm," said Krueger. "The prop,. · Richter credits her overall
. er technique of throwing over- athletic ability and arm speed
4

1

I ._Men's Lacrosse

Saturday ·

.

·

vs. St. John's at Cowell Stadium
Women's Lacrosse

Saturday

1 :00 (televised on NESN.)
vs. UMass (#1 in NE) at UNH

1:00

to ·. her success, though · she
wishes she was a little stronger
at this point_. Weight training
is an- ar·ea that Krueger said-:.
Richter hates, but the thrower: ·
plans on working out on Nautilus machines to help her arm.
Richter i_s enjoying her best
season yet, but she's put in
valuable time getting here.
"She's.improved her throw over
25 feet since she's been here,"
said Krueger. !'She's done a lot
of work for this year."
Last year, Richter was New
England champ in the javelin,
arid second at tfie ECAC's, where.
she set a UNH record wi'th her
155' 8" throw. She also com-peted at the Penn Relays as a
soph.o inore, f in_ishi_ng si)fth,~
improvin-g from her twelfth
place finish a-t the same ·meet
as a freshman.
"She's ver.y -dete.r mined: ag::
gressive, dedica~ed," Wenmark
said. "She's really anything good
·
you want to say about her."
Wenrhark' s compliments are
born fro_m.her teammate's style
-of striving tQ improve. "lf she
hits the 150 foot mark, she
wants to reach the 160's,.·:
Wenmark said. "~he's winn_irig
and that's nice, but it's not as
important to her as improving
·
on lrer personal distances."
"She has a lot of desire and
really likes the javelin th;ow,"
Krueger said. "She understands
the progress that she's made;
but she won't be happy until she
hits .itright. She's a competitor, ·
and she knows what she has to
do and w ha-t she wants to do.''
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Sports·
Laxmen release . frustratio:ns:•on-Eagles
.

.

By Marla G. Smith
In front of over 400 spectators
Wednesday, the men's lacrosse
team showed no mercy, defeating Boston College 17-8. ·
"We played a solid game,"
said Coach Ted ·Garber. "We
followed the game plan, which
is hard tp do in an undisciplined
game like, that." UNH' s record
stands at 2~7.
The Wildcats led the Eagles
in scoring thrm1ghout the game,
except in the 'third quarter when
BC outscored UNH 3-2.
·
Attackman Barry Fraser and
· midfielder Mike McCaff rey led
the Wildcats in scoring with
four goals each. Brian Quirk and
<!Kevin Growney followed with
two goals apiece. John Zwack,
Seth Worcester, Brendan
o ·' Brien, Jack Sebastian, and
sophomore Ted Brown each
netted a goal.
•
/
"Barry (Fraser) and Mike
(McCa(frey) came out of the
shooting troubles they've been
having," said Garber.
·
Ffaser and McCaffrey started
finding e.;ich other open during

. '

.

\..

.

-

the-BC game. ·~our transition
game, which has been a problem
all season, has started to click,"
said McCaffrey. "We're a better
transition . team than a six-onsix team/'
The Wildcats outshot BC, 5034. Goalie Dave Applefeld rriade
nine saves and let four goals slip
through. His gaine save percentage was .692. Goalie Craig
Befles saved six BC goal shots,·
letting four slip past, raising
his game save percentage to
.600,
"It's easier to move the ball
against a teain like BC," said .
junior attack O'Brien . .
The Wildcats ho~t St. John's
Saturday at 1 p.m. The.game will ·
be televised live on NESN. The
. 'Cats beat St. John's last seaso~
20-9.
"We ne~d to work on tightening up our defense and intensifying out offense," said Garber.
"Hope.fully our BC win will
carry over to the St. John's
game,'' said McCaffrey. "It wiU
be more of a task to beat them .."

Wildcat Barry Fraser c_o ntinued his onslaught on oppone'nts' nets 1 with four goals in the win
o~er BC. (Craig Parker photo)

Pitching woes hurt ~Cats
By Derek O'Grady
down the third base line for a third.
. UMas,s iced it in the seventh.
The Wildcat basebal1 .t eam single. He stole second and
had ·the misfortune of playing sc.ored on a Sean Flint basehit. They racked Morningstar for
~ e e runs on four hits and a
a tough University of Massa- JYst like that it was 1-1. .
chusetts squad on Wednesday. . · In the fifth, two UNH errors walk, leaving Mike Smith to
The Minutemen took Brackett resulted in one run and runners come in and retire the side.
The hometeamgot a run back
Field and performed one notch on first and third. Darrin O'Cabove that of UNH, besdngthe onnor then singled in anothe'f in the bqttom ·of the seventh,
but fell short by leaving the
'Cats in ·a doubleheader by scores run for a 3-1 UMass lead.
The atdck continued in the bases loaded.
of 8-3 and 6-5.
·
Gam·e two statted off with ,a
The two games Wednesday si~th. After giving up two walks
· were controlled by UMass, and an RBI single, Stevens was bang. UNH freshman sta.rter
although UNH hung close. The relieved by another frosh, Mike Scott MacDonald' Was greeted
with a rude reception in the first.
Minutemen were able to turn Morningstar.
Rob Holiday greeted him Three Minutemen hits gave
up the intensity whenever the
Wildcats threatened, displaying with a run-scoring single to them a quick two-run lead.
UNH doubled ..:hat jn their
both offensive spurts and stal- right giving UMassa 5-1 lead.
Morningstar did a_nice job to half of the opening stanza. They
wart pitching when needed.
. In the first game, UNH get out of the inning by sn_a gging _were facing6' 6" Dimitr-i Yav-is,
grabbed a 1-0 lead. With two a sharply hit bouncer and catch- · . who appears even ~aller on the
outs in the second, .-t he 'Cats got ing Mike Owens irt'a rundown mound. Yavis looks like the guy
wi,th metal teeth who's always
between third and home.
a run on a wild pitch.
UNH tried to rally in their picking on James Bond.
UMass tied it in the fourth.
He proceeded to walk Mike
With freshman Jim Stevens on half of the inning. They got one
run
ori
a
Sean
Hamilton
ground
·
the
mound
pitching
smoothly
A BC Eagle steps over a Wildcat in hot pursuit of the ball in
and two outs, Jay Zerner bunted out, but left a man stranded at BASEBALL, page 22
Wednesday's game. UNH won handily, 17-8. (Craig Parker
photo)

.Geromini -saves the
day for.Lady'C~ts
.

-

By John Kelley
situations I want the ball."
The 10-8 lead was anything ·
All-Americans like Karen
Geromini hav~ the ability to but safe because a scrappy Yale
take control of a game when team scored with twenty-seven
seconds remaining to close
their team needs them.
· With the score tied 8-8 and .within one. In fact, fhey held
ten minutes remaining against the ball for the last seventeen
an · ayerage team, , Geromini seconds but were unable to fire
.
.
scored he-r ,eighteeth an'd nine- a shot on net.
This narrow victory gives the
teenth goals on the season in
less than three minutes. These Wildcats a 6-2 record on the
't wo goals · · pr'oved to be· the -· season and •it extend~:' the'ir"'~iJ'
difference as the Wildcats de- streak to two games. UNH is
curr.endy the fourth-ranked
feated Yale 10-9.
"It got the team up, that is team in New England. . __
what I was trying'fo do," said · Coach Marge Anderson was
Geromini. "l got angry at the not overly impressed with her
situation. I know Yale should team's performanc;e agair,ist the
not have been tied · with us. Eli. "We played fair," 'said
WildC.at catcher Pete Cor,;iellier chases a Minuteman down the third base line in doubleheader
There was no way I .was going
LADY 'CATS, page '. 22
to let them beat us. In tough
loss. (Ronit Larone photo)
>

